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fOREWORD

As part of its ongoing commitment to the principle of technology sharing, the U.S.
Department of Transportation has initiated a series of publications based on research
and development efforts sponsored by the Department. The series comprises technical
reports, state-of-the-art documents, newsletters and bulletins, manuals and handbooks,
bibliographies, and other special publications. All share a primary objective: to contri-
bute-to a better base of knowledge and undarstcmding throughout the transportation

community, and, thereby, to an improvement in the basis for decision-making within
the community.

This title in the series presents an overview of light rail transit, an urban transit alterna-
tive which has the potential to help fil the need for flexibility in public transportation.
The documen~ is designed to make more accessible the body of knowledge that now
constitutes the state-of-the-art of light rail lIdnsit. A 5pecial feature is the inclusion of
supplementary material to serve as a source-b~ok for further information.
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I OVERVIEW OF

LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT 1

revived interest in light rail transit

IN RECENT YEARS, the growing need to move people in and around urban areas
economically and with minimum disruption to the quality of urban life and environment
has stimu lated an interest in various transit alternatives. I n I ight of the national interest
in energy conservation, the need for transit alternatives has become even more
pronounced.

In the realm of conventional mass transit, both new and extensions to existing rail
rapid transit systems are being planned and constructed. Improvements in bus and com-
muter rail services are also being planned and implemented in many urban areas. The
interest in transit alternatives has also focused on techniques for making better use of
existing transportation reS~iJl'ces such as the designation of exclusive lanes for buses and
carpools, and the establishmi!nt of demand responsive transportation services, specialized
services for the transportation disadvantaged, and subscription bus service. Evaluation of

these transit alternatives, as they relate to specific applications, is necessary if citizens are

to receive the best transportation service for their tax dollars.

lThis state-of-the-art overview, derived largely from documented research and personal contacts,

concentrates on streetcar and light rail transit systems as they exist in the U.S. and Canada. For a
detailed assessment of light rail transit lir;cluding European systems). the reader is referred to
Reference 55.
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It is this renewed interest and evaiuation of various transit alternatives which has inten-
sified the interest in another alternative, light rail transit, a generic name for a transit
mode consisting of electrically powered steel-wheeled rail vehicles ?perating predomiriantly
on exclusive rights-of-way. This latter characteristic is the primary feature which dis-
tinguishes light rail transit from the electric streetcar - streetcars typically share right-of-

way with óther vehicular traffic on public, o;ten congested roadways-

Light rail transit is an intermediate-capacity, intermediate-speed mode capable of
operating at passenger volumes, and service levels, between those of hilly-separated rapid
transit and those of transit opr.ating on public streets or roadways in mixed traffic. It is
characterized by flexibility which prf)vides planners with a variety of options in locating
and/or relocatinçç routes, and in selecting and utilizing a number of different operating
procedu res.

ad van tages

Light rail transit has the potential of meeting transportation needs within many urban
areas, Recent reports have cited a number of advantages of light rail transit, in contrast
to several of the other possible alternatives (references 47. 52, and 54, DeGraw). The
attributes most often cited are:

. Light rail transit offers flexibility in right-of-way selection. It can be used under-

ground in subways. at grade either on exclusive rights-of-way or in mixed traffic,
or on elevated structu;-es. The primary reasons for this flexibility are that
passenger loading is possible at both high-level and low-level platforms, and that
electrical rr".'!er coilection is ger.erally from an overhead wire rather than the
third rail of most rail rapid transit systems - a safety consideration allowing

operation in mixed traffic. Various charactemtics of three rail transit modes are
shown in F igu re 1.

. Light ra:1 transit has an interr";¡diate carrying capability ranging in between that

of conventional bus and rail rapid transit systems and can be upgraded to a
full-scale rail rapid transit system íif carefully planned for in the original con-
struction), should future passenger volumes warrant. Experience indicates that
bus systems have difficulty operating efficiently when passenger volumes exceed
4000 to 6000 per~ons per hour per direction (pphpd).. while the minimum
volumes to warrant a rail rapid trJnsit system have been reported to be 20,000
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Figure 1. Characteristics of Three Rail Transit Modes

FIXED FACILITIES
Exclusive Right-of-way
Way Control
F are Collection

Power Supply

Stations: Platform Height

\lEHICLEITRAIN CHARACTERISTICS~
Typical Train Composition (number of vehicles)
V eh icle Length (ft/m)
Vehicle Capacity (seats/vehicle)
Vehicle Capacity (total/vehicle;
(for 2.7 ft2 (0.25 m) per standee)

OPERATIONAL CHARACTE R ¡STICS'
Operating Speed (mph/kph)
Typical Frequency

Peak hour joint section(/h)

SYSTEM ASPECTS.
Network and Area Coveíage

Station Spacing (h/m)
Average Trip Length

.Relationship to Other Modes

Strep.tcar Light Rail T~ansit Rail Rapid Transit--'-- -

l'vlinimal V ari able 100 Percent
Mostly Visual/Some Signal Mostly Visu¡;I/Some Signal Signal
On-Vehicle Mostly On-Vehicle/Some At-Station/Some On-

At-Station Vehicle

Overhead Mostly Overhead/Some Mostly Third Raii/Some
Third Rail Overhead

Low Low or H ign Hir,h

1-2 2-4 '1.10
46-50/14-15 50-75/15-23 49-75/15-23
22-55 22-68 32-86
74-180 110-200 100-307

6-15/10-25 12-30/20-45 15-40/25-60

20-4030-60 20-60

Dispersed, Good Area
Coverage
800-1600/250-500
Short to Medium
Can Feed Higher
Capacity Modes

Good CBD Coverage;
Branching
1000-2500/350-800
Medium to Long
Park & R ide, Kiss & Ride,
Bus Feeders Possible,
Can Feed Higher
Capacity Modes

Predominantly Radial;
Some CBD Coverage
1600-5000/500-1500
Medium to Long
Park & Ride, Kiss & tÚie,

Bus Feeders

Source: Adapted from ,eference 90.

. F ¡gu re, shown are typical ranges for existi n9 U.S. and Canadian veh icles and systems.
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to 24,000 pphpd (references 9 and 47). Light rail transit, with single-vehicle
operation, can transport up to 8000 pphpd, and has the flexibility to be con-
verted quickly to multiple-vehicle operation, when requirements dictate, resulting
in a maximum capacity range of approximately 18,000 to 20,000 pphpd
(reference 54, Vuchic, Vigrass).

. Since light rail transit is a relatively permanent system, it can stimulate land use

development & use of transit modes such as feeder bus lines, along the light rail
transit routes. Evidence has shown this factor instrumentai in establishing and
retaining high patronage levels (reference 54, Tennyson).

. The construction costs for a light rail transit system can be lower than rail
rapid transit, ¡md the system can often be implemented in less time (references
54, Thompson, Vigrass, and 107). These advantages accrue because there is less
need for the lai"ge civil works n~cessary for rail rapid transit grade separation.
This is significant since fiscal constraints at all government levels are prohibiting
proliferation of high capital intensive transportation alternatives.

. Since light rail vehicles are electrically powered, they offer a clean and quiet

ride not available from diesel powered vehicles. In addition, light rail transit per-
mits a wide choice of energy sources which may be cheaper and more available
than petrochemical energy. Light rail transit has also been rep~..ted to be cm effi-
cient user of energy (reference 54, Thompson).

historical perspective

Assessments of light rail transit technology reveal it to be a versatile transporta-
tian mode with potential for fulfilling many urb;:n transportation needs. A brief review of
past events relative to the development of urban public transportrltion in the U.S. helps to
place light rail transit in proper perspective with respect to technological, sociological and
economic determinants.

Light rail technology had its beginnings in the late 1880's when the electric streetcar
was developed as a logical successor to the horsecar. largely as a result of the experiments
and research of Thomas A. Edison and Frank J. Sprague. In the ¡ate 19th and early 20th
centuries, electric rail transportation Llsage grew extensively throughout the U.S. in the
form of electric street railways and interurban railways. This growth period peaked
around the time of World War i, after which the development and popularity of the
au!omobile and motor bus began to flourish. Subsequently, and through the 1920's, de-
mand for urban public transportation service was divided among electric railways, buses,
and automobiles, with the high ridership levels once enjoyed by the street railways
steadily eroding due largely tù their slow performance in mixed street traffic and dramat-
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ically increased automobile ownership. The decline in ridership naturally affected the
profitability of many street railway companies, whose ability to generate capital for
replacement of obsolete equipment was severely inhibited. Fares generally could not be
increased due to franchise restrictions. On many lines equipment condition deteriorated
due to deferred maintenance, making alternate transportation modes even more attractive.
This general decline in the fortunes of most of these companies continued into the 1930's,
when the great depression further contributed to their economic problems.

By the end of the 1950's, only a remnant of streetcar/light rail transit service remained
in the U.S. and Canada. In Europe, however, the technology survived. In fact, after World
War II, many European cities converted what were streetcar or tramway lines into fast,
efficient light rail transit systems. In essence, the steady decline of streetcar/light rail
transit in the U.S. had little to do with whether or not it had those attributes needed as a
functional mode of transportation for fulfilling urban mass transportation needs. Instead,
its decline was primarily due to its inability to produce profit tor its owners in an era
when urban transportation was a private business enterprise.

The research. development. and experimentation with urban transportation modal
alternatives over the last decade is partly responsible for present day interest in light rail
transit. During the 1960's, the great interest was directed toward conventional rail rapid
transit. Since rail rapid transit service is best suited for high ridership ranges, as well as

being capital intensive, it is applicable for only a limited number of American cities
(reference 91). Experimentation and high initial cost associated with new transit modes
such as monorails, rubber.tired guided cars, and personal rapid transit systems has not yet
been successful enough to generate momentum leading to their widespread use. Other
services and techniques, such as demand-responsive transportation and preferential treat-
ment for buses and carpools, are being implemented in a number of urban areas. In
addition, the recent energy crisis has also been a factor in the intensified interest in
quickly-implemented transportation solutions which made more efficient use of existing
transportation facilities. In this respect, light rail transit is becoming a recognized trans.
portation alternative because:

. it is suited to ridership ranges which make it a workable alternative for many

urban areas;

. it can be less capital intensive than rail rapid transit;

. it can often be implemented more quickly than rail rapid transit;

. it can utilize existing highway medians or little-used railroad rights-of-way in

urban areas.
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Figure 2. U.S. and Canadian Streetcar and Light Rail Transit System Descriptions, 1976

SYSTEM LIGHT RAIL VEHICLE DATA
NUMBER LENGTH AVERAGE

HEIGHT. RAILCITY NAME AND ADDRESS OF OF (ROUTE SPEED CAPACITY
LENGTH WIDTH TO ROOFOPERATING AUTHORITY LINES MILES! IMPH! TYPE QUANTITY SEATiNG SïANDING IFEETJ (FEETI IFEET!

Boston Massachusetts Bay Transpor 5 785 15 pee 294 42 76 ioa 46 47 8,7 88 10 8 118lation Authorriy (MBTAI
:'0 Hi~h SI'''Pt
Boston, MA 02110

Cleveland Greater Cleveland Reqional 2 131 23 pee 57 62 35 50 9 10 2Transit Aulhorrty
1404 East Ninih Street
Cleveland. OH 44114

Fori WOrlh Tandy Corp 1 I ;1 16 pee 6 50 50 46 B 5 '00
IDillard\ Dent Stor~ M&O
Subway I
2727 Wesi 7th S1
Fori WOrlh, 1X 76107

New Orledno; N~~w Orlt~ans Public Service 1 ;)r) 93 C()nv~'n'l()!idl 37 52 33 50 47 7 B 5 14631 7 Baronne St reet Stf~f'ICdl
New Orleans, LA 70160

Newark Tr.Hl\Port of New Jrrspy 1 4 ;1 20 pee 30 55 70 464 9 10 2180 Boyden Ave
Maplewnnd, NJ 07040

Phddd,.lphld Southeastern P(~fHi"ylvdnld e1 12' H;1 0 10 1111 pee 364 51 5l 40 60 46 46 7 83 10 a 103Trdfl\pnrta1tOIl Authority - - - - -
RA 3 /7 0 13 27 Noii pec 55 58 61 40 60 4B 3 55" 9 9" 10 a 1 7 7ISlPT AI

i" Souih 12th Sllerl
Philadelphia, PA 19107

PI'hlnHqh Por t Author tty t)f 5 )" ~) I) Pel. % :'0 40 48 85 10 1Aii..~h,'nv enuni'i IPA TI
AeJvel dod ISldnd Ave

Pit!\lliirqh, PA 15233

S..n r rdliil'iCn S.w F,,-mcisco :, ,¡hi) 9.1 pee tlO 55 65 505 9 10 iMUl1lcipai Railway IMUNII
949 Pre\ldiO Av~
San Fran"",,\), CA 94 t t 5

Torontu Toronto Tr.¡n~it Commiso;ion 11 (iR 5 10 pee :J8'J 48 71 464 83 10 31900 Y(J(J~" Sir.."t
Toronto, Ontarro, Cdn(Hia

M4S 17/
i

'CT . City Transil Division
RA, Red Arrow Division

Source: Adapted from references 50 and 118 and phone conver,ça'ions wIth each svs,em.
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A recent stimulant to interpst in light rail transit was the need by Boston and San
Francisco to replace their existing light rail Ileets, both of which are well over twenty
years old. This has led to the development of the U.S. Standard Light Rail Vehicle

(SLRV) cuirently being built for both transit systems hy the Boeing Vertol Company.

Further present day interest i,ll light rail transit is brought to focus by the new systems
being planned for several U.S. and Canadian cities. as detailed below. These events indi-
cate that light rail transit has become a significant urban transportation alternative.--

existing and proposed U.S. and Canadian
ligh t rail transit systems

There arc nine US. and Canadian light rail transit systems in operation today. These
systems, ranginq fiom large,scale nlPtropolitan area operations to smali, special purpose
lines, are descrihed in Figure 2. Although there is considerable irterest and activity in light
rail transit in Europe. this report will concentrate on these nine existing U.S. and Canadian
systems.

DUilliq the last 20 years, two new light rail transit operations were implemented. One
was the Riverside Line in Boston which began operations in 1959, making use of a former
commuter railroad line. This line was rerouted to tie in with existing light rail transit
lirws. The othr~r iS a prrvate line in Fort Worth. Texas carrying riders to a downtown
department store from an outlying parking lot approximately one mile away.

As of 1976. light rail transit had been proposed or planned in the following U.S.
cities:

.

.
Austin. Texas
Aspen and Denver, Colorado
Baltimore. Maryland
Buffalo and Rochester, New York
Dayton. Ohio
Erie and Harrisburg. Pennsylvania
Hartford. Connecticut
Honolulu. Hawaii

Los Angeles and San Diego. California
Kansas City, Missouri
Memphis. Tennessee
Miami, Florida
Portland, Oregon
Washington. D.C.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Figure 3. Geographical Distribution of Existing and Proposed U.S. and Canadian Light Rail Transit Systems, 1976
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In Canada, a new light rail transit system is under construction in Edmonton with
startup due in 1978. Systems for Vancouver, Calgary, and Winnipeg are in the planning
stages. A possible extension of one of Toronto's light rail transit lines has also been
studied. Figure 3 is a map indicating the location of the existing and proposed light rail
transit systems in the U.S. and Canada.
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II TECHNOLOGICAL COMPONENTS

AND SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS

THE iMPLEMENTATION AND OPERATION of a light rail transit system requires a
thorough understanding of its technological afd service characteristics. This chapter
briefly discusses such technological components as the light rail transit vehicle, track
structure. power distribution, and right-of-way requirements. 

i Among the service charac-

teristics identified are the various components of system capacity such as speed and
frequency úf service, light rail's interface with other ,nodes, and safety.

technological components

VEHICLES. The vehicle which has dominated U.S. ana Canadian streetcar and light
rail transit operations is the Presidents' Conference Committee (PCC) car. The PCC car
was developed in a research and development project by a committee of street railway
officials who recognized the necessity for an advanced, less costly, and standardized street
railway vehicle in the 1930's. The first PCC cars were delivered in 1935 and the last new
PCC cars were built in 1952 by St. louis Car Co. for use in San Francisco (another late

builder of PCC cars was Pullman-Standard).

Approximately 5000 PCC cars were built in North America and about 1300 are still in
use. Only two U.S. light rail transit systems do not use PCC cars. Onp is New Orleans,

where well-designed and maintained (1920's vintage) vehicles built by the Perley Thomas

I More detailed information may be found in references 54 and 55.
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Examples of Non-PCC Equipment

Brill Buiiet Car, Philadelphia

'"."..,.,

Conventional Streetcar, New Orleans

Car Co. are used. The other is Philadelphia's Red Arrow Division which uses all non-PCC

vehicles. PCC cars are also being operated in locations other than the U.S. and Canada,

such as Mexico City.

The basic design features of PCC cars are simple; a single-body car about 50 feEn long
and weighing about 20 tons. The car has two powered trucks and runs on BOO-volt DC

electric power obtained from an overhead trolley wire.

Cars which met the PCC specifications were produced in a variety of intf'rior and
exterior designs at essentially the same purchase price. These usually have the capacity to
seat about 50 patrons with room for approximately 50 . 70 standees. There are usually
two double doors on the right.hand side of the car. ¡¡nd in the case of Boston, one double-
door on the left.hand (driver's) side in the center. Some cars are double-ended. meaning
that there are operator's controls on both ends and an equal number of doors on both
sides, so that the car does not have to be physically tume.: at the end of a route--just
reversed. Seats in such cars are normally reversible so that passengers can always face the

direction of travel. However, most PCC cars are single-ended with controls on one end
only; such cars are turned at the route terminal via a loop track or a wye.

The PCC car can negotiate curves with minimum radius of approximately 40 feet, and
can climb 12.percent gndes. PCC cars are also capable of being operated in trains, i.e., in
multiple units. In thi~ way. system capacity can be varied by running trains of three or
four vehicles each durir .: peak periods, and running one or two vehicles during periods
when transit requirements are not as great.

Current Developments: Recognizing advances in transit technology and the need by
many cities for higher capacity vehicles, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
(UMTA). in cooperation with Boston, San Francisco, Philadelphia and other light rail
transit operators, sponsored a program to develop the Standard Light Rail Vehicle
(SLRV). The Boeing Vertol Company is currently manufaciuring the SLRV for Boston
(MBTA) and San Francisco (MUNI) (Figure 4 is a photograph of the SLRV). There are
two differences between the MBT A and MUN i cars. The first is that air conditioning will
be provided for me MBTA cars while MUNI (because of San Francisco's year-round
moderate temperature) will have an air ventilation system. The other difference is the
provision for convertible high-low level passenger loading for MUN i operation in the

Market Street subway.

A basic change that the SLRV offers to U.S. light rail transit operation is articulation.
A single articulated vehicle is comprised of two single-body sections joined by a swivel

hinge which allows passengers to pass between car halves. This hinge, supported by a

single truck, allows a relatively long light rail vehicle to negotiate very sharp curves.

Whether or not a light rail transit system employs articulated cars will depend on the'
unique needs and characteristics of that system.
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Figure 4. The Standard Light Rail Vehicle
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One advantage of articulated vehii,les is that only one operator is required for a large
number of passengers. For example. the vehicles being built for Boston will seat 52 with
room for 167 standees while the San Francisco car design will seat 68 passengers with
provision for 125 standees. This total of 219 or 193 passengers per unit for both systems

is appr0ximately twice the capacity of many PCC cars, yet only one operator is required.
In addition to the efforts in the U.S.. two recent developments concerning light rail

vehicles in Canada should also be noted. The first is Toronto's decision to replace part of
its PCC cer fleet with 200 new cars from the Urban Transportation Development Corpora-
tion wh ich has developed specifications for a non-articu lated veh icle called the Canadian
Light Rail Vehicle (CLRV). (Reference 15 has a description of the CLRV). The design of
the CLRV will reduce both internal and external noise levels compared to the PCC.
Safety features of the CLRV include energy absorbing front and rear bumpers and four-
way flashers activated automatically wren the doors are opened. The second development
is Edmonton's decision to order 14 Duwag U2 cars from West Germany f : their light rail
transit system which is currently under construction. (Detailed specifications for a variety
of light rail vehicles may be found in reference 55.) A comparisr:, of four lYPb of light
rail vehicles can be found in Figure 5.

TRACK. Light rai i transit vehicles operate on rails where the gauge, or distam:e between
the rails, varies among different systems. There are two basic track gauges used in the
U.S. and Canada: standard gauge (4'8-1/2"). which is used by most U.S. and Canadian

railroads, and broad gauge (5'2-1/2"). which is used in Pittsburgh, and a variation
(5'2.1/4") in Philadelphia. Meter gauge, with 1 meter (or approximi"tely 3'3-1/3") be-

tween rails, is common in Europe; however, standard gauge is also in wide use there.
Standard gauge is advantageOU'5 because it facilitates use of a railroad line by light rail
transit and it allows the light rdil transit line to have a freight railroad connection where
equipment can be moved "vel' the line. Standard freight equipment can also be used to
haul ballast for track con:, 'ui;tion and maintenance work and to take delivery of large
parts and equipment items for various locútions on the system.

The rail and ties used for (he track of a light rail transit system are common track
materials. In light rail transit operations, continuous welded rail (CWR) is preferred over
jointed raiL. Jointed rail is comprised of standard 39-foot sections joined at the ends by
metal joint bars. The advantages of CWR are that it provides a smoother and quieter ride
by eliminating the vertical and horizontal shocks 2~ well as the noise associated with

jointed raiL. CWR can also reduce maintenance costs by reducing rail wear at joints. The
ties used are usually standard 8'1Aoot ties with cross sections of 7-by-9 inches with centers
usually 24 inches apart. The ballast, or roadbed on which the track rests, is usually com-
posed of crushed rock; industrial slag is also used by some systems.

Efficient, bi-directional light rail transit system operation usually requires two tracks.
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Figure 5. Comparison of Four Light Rail Vehicles

VEHICLE PCC CA R DUWAG U2 STANDARD LRV CANADIAN LRV

Approximate 1930-1934 1965 1973 1975
Design Year

Àxles/ Articu lation 4/0 6/1 6/1 4/0
Length, F eet/M eters 43.5 to 50.5/ 75.5/23.0 71.5/21.8 50.5/15.4

13.2 to 15.4
i

Width. Feet/Meters 8.33 to 9.0/ 8.70/2.65 8.85/2.70 8.32/2.54
2.54 to 2.74

Floor Height, Feet/Meters 2.72/.83 3.18/.97 2.82/.85 -
Roof Height, Feet/Meters 10.1/3.08 10.8/3.28 11.5/3.51 10.6/3.25
Seats, Number/Layout 49 to 69/ 64/2+2 68/2+2 41 or 51

2+1 or 2+2

Doors, Number per Side 2 or 1 double 4 double 3 double 2 double
Type Folding Fold ing Plug Folding

Steps Low High High/Low Low
Maximum Speed, MPH/KPH 50/80 50/80 50/80 50/80
Acceleration Loaded, 6 3.3 4.1 4.9
Feet/Seccnd2

Deceleration Loaded, - 3.9 5.1 5.1
Feet/Second2

Emergency Deceleration - 10 8.8 10
Loaded, F eet/Sec)nd2

Empty Weight, 100(1lbs. 33 to 42 66 68 45
Maximum Grade 'Percent) 13 4.4 9.0 -
Source: Adapted from Reference 55
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Single-track operation is possible but, since vehicles would have to stop at sidings and

wait for opposing veh icles to pass, it may not be the most efficient arrani:ement. i n places
where uni-directional flow occurs, or where headways are sufficiently long, single-track
operation is feasible, particularly at the outer ends of branches- However, single-track lines

used for light rail transit urban operations will have built-in track capacity limitations.

RIGHT-OF-WA Y. The flexibility in planning light rail transit routes makes it well
suited for implementation in existing rights-of-way. In well-developed areas, where land
may be at a premium, a mass transit mode which uses existing rights-of-way becomes an
attractive alternative. The various types of routes ever which light rail can be imple-
mented are detailed below.

Roadway Median Routes: Locating a light rail transit line in the median strip of a road-
way is a common practice. Since the right-of-way is already there, the need for large-scale
civil works is minimized. The light rail transit line then becomes visible to motorists, with
motivation to use the system reinforced each time :ight rail vehicles roll by aitos
standing in traffic. A light rail transit line in a median strip can cross other streets at grade.
Wherever this situation exists, traffic signals activated by the light rail transit vehicle may
be arranged to give the light rail vehicle preference over auto traffic.

Median str~ps must be at least 25-feet wide to accommodate a two-track light rail
transit line. However, where a median strip is wide enough, landscaping can be employed
to enhance the esthetic appeal of the system.

Grade-Separated Routes: Grade-separated routes are a good means of insuring opera-
ting reliability since conflicts with vehicular traffic are eliminated. A grade-separated

route in an urban area is usually run either on an embankment or in a depression. When
embankments are used, automobile cross-traffic passes beneath the transit route. There-
fore, each street crossing requires a bridge structure. When depressed rights-of-v,'ay are
used, the transit route is below gruund level This configuration necessitates cross-street
bridge structures for automobile traffic. Benefits of the depressed right-of-way are that
the sound-absorption qualities of the walls of the depression act to reduce transit noise,
and that there is also the possibility of converting a depressed way into a subway by
decking over the route. However, these routes are expensive to build, require careful
drainage design, and are likely to require frequent cleaning. Furthermore, depressed lines

(more so than embankments) are vulnerable to vandal ism by individuals throwing objects
at moving trains.

Subway Routes: The use of subways for downtown di$tribution is common; Phila-
delphia, Boston, Newark, and Fort Worth all operate I ight rail transit service in subways,
and San Francisco is in the process of completing a new subway. Downtown subway
distribution is faster and more reliable than downtown street-level distribution. As an
additional system benefit, when light rail transit capacity reaches the saturation point,
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the subways can be economically upgraded from light rail to rail rapid transit standards
(if properly planned for in the original construction).

Elevated Routes: Elevated structures for light rail transit are used when a subway,
exclusive right-of-way, or street-running operation is not feasible. Community acceptance
of elevated structures varies: i.e., Boston. Chicago, and New York are eliminating them
where possible; on the other hand Miami has plans to build new elevated structures, and
the new BART system in San Francisco has 23 miles of elevated structure- Modern
construction techniques employ concrete structural shapes for esthetically designed
elevated structures. It is the older girder-steel elevated structures which are commonly
being eliminated.

Shared Right.of-Way, or Track Over Existing Rail Lines: An important featur" of light
rail transit is that its cars can be operated over existing railroad rights-of-way. In cases

where an abandoned or unused right-of-way is employed, it is only necessary to upgrade
the track, add electrification, and build station platforms. Additional trackage for mainte-
nance shops and storage would, of course, be required. The MBTA's (Boston) Riverside
Line is a good example of an abandoned railroad right-of-way purchased and converted
into a light rail transit line.

In cases where railroad freight operations are to be continued on a shared right-of-way,
the interface of light rail transit can be accommodated with no major operational prob-
lems. There a~e no urban light rail transit lines in the U.S. which share rights-of-way with
operating freight trains; however, the planned systems for Dayton, Ohio, Portland,
Oregon, and Rochester, New York incorporate shared rights-of-way. Joint light rail
transit and freight service is provided in certain locations in Europe.

When light rail transit and railroad freight share the same tracks, freight operations are
usually conducted during hours when light rail transit cars are not in operation. This, of
course, may restrict implementing latE: night and pre-dawn light rail transit service, but it
must also be understood that the freight traffic over which a light rail transit line operates
is usually very light. Light rail transit vehicles cannot feasibly share tracks with freight
lines over which fast and frequent, or scheduled line-haul freight operations are con-
ducted. If a rail freight right.of.way is wide enough for a two-track exclusive light rail
transit line to be used without interference from cross-tracks for switching, then such a
line may be adaptable for light rail transit use.

.'j

Sharing a freight right.of-way can present other problems. First, the overhead electric
power lines for the light rail transit cars must be placed high enough to clear freight cars
and oversized shipments. Second, a line used for both freight switching and light rail
transit is likely to contain many turnouts and crossovers leading to wayside industrial
locations. This results in complicated track work, depending on the number of industries,
and also might affect ride quality if strict standards of maintenance are not followed.



Light Rail Transit on Elevated Structure (Boston) and in Subway (Newark)
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In addition, joint operation may result in institutional problems for regulatory agencies.

Thus, all these positive and negative factors should be considered before joint operation
is proposed.

Street-Running Routes: Street-running routes can be used by light rail transit vehicles
for passenger boarding and alighting, and can be designed so that patrons are not subject
to hazards of automobile traffic. An example of successful street-running is in Toronto,
where, because of prominent paint striping and strict traffic-law enforcement, motorists
avoid the light rail transit vehicle paths and respect the right of pedestrains to cross the
street to board or al ight the cars. On a short portion of the Boston M BT A's Arborway
Line, as well as in many European cities, the street rail line is raised above the pavement

surface by about six inches, discouraging motorists from driving on the tracks. It is also
possible to paint striping on pavement sectors to designate areas where light rail transit
vehicles have traffic priorities.

One technique for improving transit service, practiced both in the U.S. and in Europe,
is to close specific streets to automobile traffic and to allow access only to pedestrians,
transit vehicles, and emergency vehicles. This arrangement is often called a transit-
pedestrian malL. Another option for street-running distribution might be to locate light
rail tracks next to the curb. thus isolating light rail transit operation in the curb-side lane,

now usually reserved for automobile parking. This arrangement has been used effectively
in Europe.

Since the 1920's the trend has been one of abandoning street-running segments and

maintaining exclusive routes. Light rail transit is indeed most desirable, and is perhaps
most efficient, when operated on a completely exclusive right-of-way. However, there
may be cases where limited street running for distribution is required, and planners can
take advantage of light rail's flexibility to adapt to this mode of operation, Not only is
this evidenced by U.S. and Canadian light rail transit experience, it is also the case in
Europe where the trend is toward building both replacement subways for downtown
street-running and exclusive rights-of-way to replace street-running in fringe and suburban
locations. European cities are also making use of transit-pedestrian malls in downtown
areas where subway constructi on has been either deferred or rejected.

POWER DISTRIBUTiON. Light rail transit vehicles typically operate on 600-volt
direct-current electrical energy, usually delivered by means of an overhead wire. The wire
is fed from sub-stations that receive power from distant generating stations, Electrical
power for light rail transit can either be purchased commercially or generated on-line. In
either case, the primary power from the generating station is used to feed sub-stations
which, due to the nature of direct-current electricity, typically are placed every two or
three miles over the route.
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Island Platform Loading for Street-Runnint¡ Operation, San Francisco
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The simplest support method for the overhead wire uses single utility poles adjacent to
the track to support the power wire. Other support methods employ single poles between
two tracks with rigid arms on each side of the poles, suspended over each track. Still
other methods use support stringers between opposed single poles on both sides of the
tracks, or a rigid support over the tracks. Poles typically are placed every 100 feet along

straight (tangent) track, and closer together along curved track to make the power wire
follow the curve of the track.

Third rail electrical power collection for light rail transit is not commonly used. This is
because many light rail transit lines are at-grade where the wayside power rail represents
an unacceptable safety hazard because the public has access to the right-of-way. The only
application of third-rail power collection in the United States is SEPTA's Norristown Line,
a grade-separated light rail transit line in the Philadelphia area-

STATIONS. Experience indicates that there are great variations in the types of stations
which are used for light rail transit (see reference 54, Landgraf!. They range from small
areas of cleared ground to large terminal buildings with provision for transfer to subways.
The type of station needed is a function of such variables as passenger volumes, train

headways, climate, fare collection methods, and civic attitudes in the immediate area.

However, it is important to note that planners of ii~w i ight rail stations should consider
the possibility that modest stations might have t(, be upgraded in the future if passenger
volumes grow sufficiently.

Stations for light rail transit surface operations are often quite simple. A street-level

loading platform, with or without a shelter, can be sufficient. When street-running is em-
ployed such platforms can be located in a pedestrian safety zone for passenger safety.
Platforms are also commonly used as stations for highway median light rail transit routes.
On exclusive rights-of-way, a platform with a complementary shelter or even a station
building can be used. For example, the Boston MBTA's Riverside Line uses the former
railroad passenger stations located on the line.

Light rail transit stations used in subways are quite similar to rail rapid transit subway
stations, except that low-level loading can be employed. In places where the subway
ridership is very high, convertible high/low.level steps can be used on the vehicles to pro.
vide optimum access for both street-level loading and subway.platform loading. High-
level loading is easier and faster for passengers because they do not have to climb
steps to enter the car. To date, only the San Francisc0 MUNI system in the U.S. plans to
employ high.level loading in the light rail transit subway- The new light rail transit system
being built in Edmonton, Alberta will employ high-I¿velloading.

Light rail transit surface stations can include automobile parking facilities, bus loading
areas, or along-the-platform interfacing with rail rapid transit as between the Shaker
Division light rail transit line and the Cleveland Division high-platform rail rapid transit
line.
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light Rail Station on Philadelphia's Media Line

Storage Facility, Pittsburgh

SHOPS AND STORAGE FACI LlTI ES. Light rail transit lines require ,naintenance.
cleaning, spare parts. and storage facilities for their vehicles and other equipment. The
storage facilities required for light rail transit vehicles do not necessarily include an en-
closed building; the vehicles can be stored outdoors. Accordingly, storage yard tracks are
all that are needed for overnight storage. Maintenance shops are best located ci-line so

that light rail transit vehicles can operate directly into them; central or satellite locations
are common.

TRAFFIC (SIGNAL) CONTROL. Traffic or signal control for light rail transit lines is
similar to, and often simpler than, conventional control systems used in rail rapid transit
operations. Signal control systems are generally not used on street-running operations,
but are required on exclusive right-of-way routes where light rail vehicles move at higher
speeds. In subways, the lack of visibility calls for sector control, particularly at curves
and bl ind junctions, where the operator cannot see whether or not he has a clear route
without first proceeding into the critical area.

In systems without signals, vehicles operate under visual control of the operator in the
same manner as a bus system; i.e., a car dispatched at a scheduled time from an originating
terminal proceeds down the line making appropriate passenger stops. Lines with frequent
stops, particularly surface lines. generally operate like this because visibility is good and
traffic moves in only one direction on each track.

In order to incr~a,,~ the average speed of light rail vehicles and improve schedule

reliability on highway median and street routes. preferential traffic signals which give light
rail vehicles priority through intersections can be employed. Such control devices are
used in several European cities. Without preferential signals, light rail transit vehicles must
observe the normal signal indications and proceed accordingly.

Light rail vehicles may be equipped with radios fur emergency purposes. It is uncom-
mon on light rail transit lines to use radios for vehicle traffic control.

service characteristics

FREQUENCY. Service frequency on light rail transit lines can vary considerably with
service demands. Typirally, service frequencies can be classed as peak, base. and off-peak
service. Although variations do exist. generalized definition, of these service classifications
are:

. Peak service is designed to accommodate the heavies! passenger loads occurring
during rush hours, usually 7 AM to 9 AM, and 4 PM to 6 PM. Light rail transit
headways (time between arrival of successive trains) usually range from one to
five minutes. Typically, system capacity is increased during peak periods by

running two, three, or four-car trains.
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. Base service is the routine service operation of the line and is provided at other

than peÚ periods during daytime hours; i.e., from 9 AM to 4 PM. During this
period, light rail transit typically operates with single vehicles and headways
of 10 to 15 minutes.

. Off-peak service is that which is provided during the evening hours of 6 PM to 12

midnight. Off.peak also means all-night service (owl) and that which is provided
on weekends and holidays. when regular commuter traffic does not occur. Many
light rail transit companies do not provide all-night service, but use that time to
perform system and track maintenance.

SPEED. The average speed of light rail transit vehicles largely is dependent on the
number of stops and on the extent to which the route shares city streets with auto-
mobiles. Another factor affecting light rail vehicle average speed is right-of-way alignment;
vehicle speeds will be adversely affected by extremes of grade and curve radii. Also, if a
highway median strip serves as a light rail transit right-of-way. grade crossings may cause
delays should they become obstructed by cross.traffic. As previously mentioned, traffic
control devices which give light rail transit vehicles priority through such intersections
can reduce the deleterious effects of cross-traffic.

SYSTEM CAPACITY. Light rail transit system capacity is a function of vehicle capa-
city and speed, frequency of service. train length. and passenger loading time. Assuming
a double-track system, signaled. with a peak headway of 90 seconds (easily attainable,
according to reference 54. Vigrass) between single light rail vehicles, and using vehicle
capacities of 120 passengers for a PCC car and 200 for the SLRV, the resultant route
capacities would be 4800 to 8000 pphpd, respectively- If the light rail vehicles are op-
erated as three-car trains, the theoretical capacities would increase by three times to
14,400 and 24.000 pphpd, respectively. A maximum passenger capacity range of approxi.
mately 18,000 to 20,000 pphpd will allow for acceptable spacing between trains with
occasional above-peak passenger loading. Since the time required at station stops increases
with heavier passenger loads, queuing of trains would result if greater volumes were

carried. With ridership ranges higher than 20,000 pphpd, either rail rapid transit tech-
nology should be seriously considered or, alternately, the system could use articulated,
high-platform loading light rail vehicles with sev2ral doors to reduce station dwell times.

Light rail transit can also be an economical and attractive transit alternative for lower
passeilger volumes; for example, some existing light rail systems carry 10,000 to 15,000
passengers per day (reference 54, DeGraw, Vigrass). These low all-day figures result in
peak-hour volumes of 2000 to 4000 passengers, which are easily accommodated with one
or two-car trains running every 5 to 10 minutes. These light rail transit systems can up-
grade their service in the future if passenger volumes increase significantly. The upgrading
process might involve increasing train length (which may ah;o necessitate lengthening
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stations). increasing power substation capacity. and. in the case of single track lines.
adding a second track. Another alternative would involve decreasing headways. which

might mean a significant alteration in the signal system. An analysis of each of these
alternatives would be needed to determine if the solution should be longer trains with
long headways or shorter trains with short headways.

EXPRESS AND LOCAL SERVICE. Light rail transit service is typically local, with a
light rail transit vehicle stopping at every station along a route. Stops are sometimes made
only on demand. with alighting passengers signaling a desiïed stop by actuating be!!
signals,

Another t,¡pe of light rail transit operation is express service, variations of which exist

in Cleveland, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh. Express runs may skip intermediate stops, and
usually run non-stop over some portion of their route. For example, an inbound express

may stop at the outmost group of stations, then run express non-stop until it reaches the
downtown area, where it distributes the passengers locally. This same mode can be em.
ployed with a variation called "skip-stopping". in which alternate trains stop at every
other station, with some common station stops.

INTERMODAL INTERFACE. Interface between light rail transit and other modes of
transportation such as bus service. rail rapid transit. and automobile parking facilities is
common. Interfi:ce with automobile transportation. for example. can be effected by
locating p¡irking lots adjacent to light rail transit stations. Interface with buses can be
done on thi.' platform leveL. Interface with rail rapid transit often requires at least a change
in platforms. 0 ne example of light rail/rail rapid transit interchange is in San Francisco,
where the light rail transit line (MUNI) is on the top level of a two-level subway. with the
rail rapid transit (BART) using the bottom leveL. Another example is the East 34th Street
Station in Cleveland where easy connection can be made between the low-level 

light rail

platform and the high-level rail rapid transit platform.

SAFETY. Light rail transit technology provides for safe system operation. The use of
appropriate signal i ng on high-speed routes ensures safe operation between elements of
the system. Safety on street-running and median routes is facilitated by use of appro-
priate highway traffic control devices preventing collisions between automobiles and
light rail transit vehicles. The vehicles themselves are usually of steel construction and can
withstand moderate impacts. Fencing of exclusive rights-of-way discourages human

encroachment and its attendant hazards. To provide for safe boarding of passengers on
street and median routes, pedestrian safety islands are often employed.

Light rail transit passenger safety in urban areas depends to a certain extent upon
motorist's behavior. Therefore, effective traffic law enforcement is necessary to ensure
the safety of passengers boarding and alighting vehicles, and also to avoid congestion

between light rail transit vehiCles and automobiles on city streets.
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Bus and light Rail Interface, Boston
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Rail Rapid and Light Rail Interface, Cleveland
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In addition, when light rail vehicles operate underground in subways, they often re-
quire many of the rail rapid transit safety elements (reference 54, Parkinson). Thus,
where long subway sections are planned, ventilation control, power supply redundancy,
and a means to evacuate passengers are needed. However, in short tunnels, the expenses
for the implementation and maintenance of these measures may not be justified because
of natural ventilation and/or short station spacing.
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'" PLANNING AND
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

WHEN PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING a light rCl;,! 1ran, 't system, a wide variety
of issues should receive consideration. Some of the more "nr,;:rtant issues addressed in
this chapter are: the level of service to be provided, initial construction and annual

operating costs, and the environmental and ~ocial impacts Or' ttw: community.

--'
planning criteria

The issues influencing the selection of light rail transit eover ;¡ wide range of topics.
Implicit in the light rail transit selection process are the following important considera-
tions:

. Intensity and growth prospects of the proposed service area.

. Historic and potential area reliance on public transportation.

. Suitability of utilizing existing rights-of-way and highway medians for possible

conversion to light rail transit roadbeds, or of sharing existing rights-of-way

with railroads.

. Flexibility to adapt to a variety of rights-of-way provides more options in

planning future route extensions.
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. Coordin¡¡tion of light rail transit with existing rail rapid transit lines and feeder
bus opE:rations.

e Flexibility to convert light rail transit to rail rapia transit if passenger volumes
warrant; this requires careful consideration in the planning and design stages.

. Local definition OT the ridership range, which justifies the light rail transit
system basêd on the unique needs and characteristics of the urban area.

e Station spacing most suitable to demand levels.

. Ove.-all urban impact of the light l'a:1 transit system in terms of environmental,
social, a',J land use considerations.

The above points are general planning criteria. A number of other issues are addressed
in the paragraphs to follow which center on light rail transit application possibilities,
capital and operating costs, implementation period, and urban impacts.

APPLICATIONS. A review of existing and proposed U.S. and Canadian light rail tran-
sit systems reveals various applications for this transit mode. Typically, light rail transit
has been used for radial service to the CBD, downtown distribution, and as a feeder line
for rail rapid transit service. In addition, light rail transit can be used for numerous other
special applications.

Radial Service to the CBD: A common application of public transportation in urban
areas is service to radially-oriented commuter work trips between central business districts
a::d suburban communities. During peak periods, commuters may walk or drive to light
rail transit stations, park, and then ride the light rail transit line downtown. During base
and off-peak periods, shopping, recreational, and personal trips prevaiL. Downtown shop-
ping areas and recreational centers such as parks, thea'iers, and restaurants then become
readily accessible to thE' light rail transit user.

An example of radial service to the CBD is Cleveland's light rail transit line which con-
nects downtown Cleveland with suburban Shaker Heights, Ohio. The line makes six stops
in Cleveland on ~:x miles of exclusive grade-separated right-of-way, terminating in a down-
town station where riders may transfer to a h;gh-¡:Iatform rail rapid transit line. Five of
the six sta~ions are flarr stops, which are skipped both by express and by some local trains.
At the outer suburban stop on the main line, the system splits into two distributor lines
which travel in boulevard median strips. This system essentially provides the suburban
community of Shaker Heighi:s with limited-stop. express service to downtown Cleveland.

Downtown Distribution: When planning for downtown distribution, the four options
for light ,ail transit are:

(1) Street running in median strips or with other vehicles;

(2) Subways;
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(3)

(4)

Exclusive rights-of-way at grade;
Elevated structures.

Any combination of these options is also possible. In the U.S. and Canada, the following
methods are employed by the existing systems:

City Downtown Distribution

Boston

Clevel and

Fort Worth

Lines feed into downtown central subway.
Exclusive right-of-way into downtown rail terminaL.

Subway into department store.
Downtown subway.
Street-run n ing.

Street-running and a downtown central subway fed
by 5 of the 12 lines.
Street-runn ing.

Downtown subway undei' construction to replace
street-run n ing.

Street-running.

Newark

New Orlea:1s

Philadelphia

Pittsbu rgh

San Francisco

Toronto

No system in the U.S. or Canada exclusively employs elevated light rail transit str'uc-
tures for downtown distribution. However, a small section of one of Boston's light rail
transit lines does use an elevated structure in part of the downtown line. The systems in
the U.S. and Canada which operate on downtown streets share such streets with motor
veh icle traffic.

Light Rail Transit Feeder to Rail Rapid Transit: An example of a light rail transit line----------_.._--_.-
feeding a rail rapid transit line is the MBTA's (Boston) Mattapan.Äs!!mont route, which is
an isolated light rail transit line connecting two rron.CBD locations with intermediate
stops. The light rail transit line interchanges at Ashmont with the rail rapid transit line.
which goes into downtown Boston. This feeder line was built on an abandoned railroad
right.of-way. thereby demonstrating how such i'ights.of.w~y Cèèn be used. Another
example is the Red Arrow Division of SEPTA (Philadelphia), in which thi2e light rail
transit lines feed the rail rapid Market Street Line at Upper Darby.

Circumferential Transportation: Radial routinq is the most common configuration for
mass transit routes. Only in the downtowlJ areas do the routes diverge and form crrcum.

ferential distribution patterns. However. with circumferential routine¡ in the fringe and
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suburban areas, transit would become available for users who wish to ride to destinations
other than the downtowr: areas. The flexible routing capabilities of light rail transit make
such circumferential routi::g feasible, but low usage aemand forecasts make such routing
unlikely.

Special Applications - Airport and Shopping Center Access: Light rail transit use for
airport access is being considered in Aspen, Colorado. No other airport access light rail
transit system is either planned or in use in the U.S. at this time.

The M&O Subway in Ft. Worth, Texas, is a unique application in which a department
store is connected to an outlying parking lot with light rail transit service. The volume on
this system is 3000 to 6000 riders per day. This application demonstrates 

the flexibility of

light rail transit and shows that it is not limited to high passenger-volume locations.

COST REQUIREMENTS. If light rail transit is built to the same standai'ds as fully
grade-separated rail rapid transit, the costs will be comparable (reference 107). However,
since light rail transit does not usually require the same degree of grade separation and
number of fixed facilities as rail rapid transit for most of its length, there may be a signi-
ficant cost savings in initial construction. In addition, the potentially high labor produc-
tivity element for light rail trar.~;i will result in a favorable annual operating cost

comparison with buses for similar types of transit service.

Capital (Implementation) Costs: Capital cost is of primary interest when planning and
implementing fixed-guideway mass transit systems and can vary substantially depending
upon such factors as system design and the availability of existing rights-of-way. While
some of the dollar figures involved may seem high, light rail transit capital costs can be
relatively low when compared with rail rapid transit. This depends on the specifics of the
site at which light rail transit is implemented, for example, whether it is underground,
at-grade, or elevated. Figure 6 shows that the variations in light rail transit capital costs are
largely dependent on its operating and right-of-way characteristics. Additional and more
detailed capital cost information may be found in references 24, 54, and 55.
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Figure 6. Example of light Rail Transit Capital Costs For Various
Operating and Right-Of-Way Characteristics*
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SYSTEM #1 SYSTEM #2 SYSTEIV #3
100% 20% UNDERGROUND 20% UNDERGROUND
UNDERGROUND 20% ELEVATED 20% ELEVATED

600AA AT-GRADE, 20% AT -GRADE,
GRADE- GRADE SEPARATED
SEPARATED 40% AT -GRADE,

NOT GRADE-SEPARATED

SYSTEM #4
100% AT-GRADE,

GRADE SEPARATED

-NOTE: THIS GRAPH SHOULD NOT BE USED WITHOUT THE SUPPORTING MATERIAL
CONTAINED IN REFERENCE 55, FROM WHICH THE GRAPH WAS ADAPTED.

SYSTEM #5
100% AT-GRADE,

NOT GRADE-SEPARATED
USING EXISTING RAIL
RIGHT-OF-WAY
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Operat~ng Costs: In general, it is very difficult to derive and compare the operating
costs of various transit modes. This is also the case with light rail transit (reference 107).
The variations in accounting procedures, especially the distribution of such elements as
the overhead and maintenance costs, is one reason for this difficulty. Another difficulty
is local variations in work rules and operating procedures for light rail transit systems.
However, it can be stated that labor costs represent the major portion of a iight raii
transit system's operating cost (reference 54, DeGraw). It has been reported that driver
costs can be as high as 40% of the direct operating costs (reference 107).

Comparisons of the operating costs of buses and light rail transit have recently been
made. However, these comparisons are rarely conclusive since the two modes generally
represent different types of service. Thus, only when the two modes are compared for the
same type of service could a valid comparison be made.

A recent comparison of light rail transit and bus service for as similar a type of service
as the technologies would permit, was made on the Charlotte-Henrietta corridor in
Rochester, New York (references 18 and 54. Morris). This study showed that although
the total system capital costs of light rail transit and a busway were comparable, there was
a significant (approximately 25%) operating cost saving for light rail transit. The study
noted that this potential superior cost performance was due to light rail transit's ability
to operate trains controlled by only one operator and the higher passenger capacity of

light rail transit vehicles when compared to buses.

IMPLEMENTATION PERIOD. Another feature of light rail transit is its potentially
short implementation period. As mentioned pr.eiously, ;;;;"t rail transit is easily adapted
to highway median strips and to railroad rights-of-way. This means that the construction
of light rail traiisit lines need not be complicated, time consuming, or disruptive to the
community.

There are two examples of this comparatively short lead time for construction. One is
the MBTA's Riverside Line, built over a former railroad right-of-way; the line took only
one year to modify and upgrade. Another example is Edmonton, where construction of
the first segment of a new light rail transit system began in 1974; it is anticipated that the
first line will be ready in 1978 (reference 55);

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES. Light rail transit has potential for fulfil-
ling a number of urban transportation needs with minimal adverse environmental impact.

For example, unlike automobiles and buses, light rail transit vehicles do not pollute their
local environment because they run on comparatively clean and quiet electric power.

The flexible and inconspicuous nature of light rail transit alignments enables it to
blend in with the surrounding environment. The fact that highway median strips and
existing rail rights.of.way can be used for light rail transit increases its environmental
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advantage because existing resources can be used without additional construction or
reshaping of the local landscape.

Light rail transit construction is also more likely to be favorable with respect to social

impact on neighborhoods. Such construction does not require larqe structures and atten;-
ant property acquisition, which could have a negative effect on the social and demo-

graphic characteristics of a city by breaking up neighborhoods and creating abnormal
population relocation requirements.

Anotheí positive fâctOi íegôíding light ¡ail tíansit conceins the extent to \rvhich it
affects land use. Fùr example, a light rail transit line's visibility gives it a unique identity.
People know where the light rail transit line is because they can see it. whereas they might
be unaware of bus route locations and stops unless they are familiar with a particular
route beforehand. It is also unlikely that a light rail transit line will be as easily removed
or changed as a bus route. The knowledge that a transit system is there. and will probably
still be there in the future, is attractive to those who would develop the land area in the
vicinity, or who choose to live there for reasons related to the long-term accessibility of

public transportation. Thus, light rail transit is a rotent:al catalyst for urban develop-

ment.

summary

From its beginnings in the last years of the 19th century, and for some 30 years there-
after, streetcar and light rail transit (primarily as street railways) grew enormously through
the U.S. and Canada. Its growth peaked with the advent of the automobile and bus. Now,
after four decades of decline, light rail transit is enjoying a resurgence of interest as an
urban mass transportation mode. Th is increase in interest has been cred ited to the com.
bined results of several motivating factors which include: (1) high level of serv ice afforded
to passengers; (2) low capital costs and ease of implementation relative to alternative
modes; (3) widespread concern about urban, environmental and energy situations.

In a number of medium-density areas, light rail can offer a high level of service at a
significantly lower capital cost than rail rapid transit- It can be built on an incremental
basis - a few miles at a time. State-of.the-art experience indicates that i ight rail's adapt-
ability results in it providing solutions to a variety of transit problems. Its ability to be
implemented (when necessary) on streets with other vehicles. as well as on exclusive
rights-of-way and in subways, provides an operating flexibil ity for a number of local
situations and requirements. Recognizing these advantages, the Urban Mass Transpor.
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tation Administration (UMTA) recently issued a policy statement on light rail transit
(reprinted as Appendix D). In this policy statement, UMT A affirms that it has no modal
favorites and will continue to support the choice of a transportation system and mode
which emerges as the best solution from the locally conducted alternatives analysis. How-
ever. the statement does announce UMTA's intention to aid in the deployment of light
rail transit in the city or cities where the proper conditions exist.
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APPENDIX A *

DETAilS OF EXISTING U.S. AND CANADIAN STREETCAR AND LIGHT RAil TRANSIT SYSTEMS

Operator

Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority

Route Characteristics

Four routes feed the Central Subway. comprising what is now re-
ferred to as the Green Line. Two of the Green Line routes entering

the subway utilize street running and boulevard median strip running
extensively (the Boston Col~ege and Cleveland Circle routes). The
Arborway route terminates in the area of the Forest Hills Orange Line
rail rapid transit terminal, providing interface between rail rapid, light
rail transit and bus service. The Riverside branch of the Green Lin'i is on
an exclusive right-of.way (formerly the Boston and Albany Railroad),
and is the longest of the Green Line routes.

A fifth route, the Mattapan-Ashmont route. does not enter the Cen.
tral Subway and is physically isolated from the other light rail transit
lines. This line feeds the Red Line rapid transit at its southern end.
providing exclusive right.of-way i ight rail transit service with an across-
the.platform connection at Ashmont for rail rapid transit into the Cen-
tral Subway. The isolated Mattapan.Ashmont high-speed line connec-
tor is officially a part of the Red Line. It is a short route, three miles
long, with :oops at each terminal, and is built on a former New Haven
Railroad branch. Several intermediate shelter.type stations are pro-
vided.

At the north end of the Central Subway, a short elevated structure
passes North Station and crosses the Charles River to Lechmere Square
in Cambridge. Cars can be turned at several downtown points in the
Central Subway. Several routes use the various downtown loops as well
as loops at North Station and Lechmere Square.

Statistical details regarding the MBTA light rail transit lines are pre-
sented in Table A.1.

Market Characteristics

Approx imately 165,000 passengers are carried per typical weekday
on Boston's Green Line. Approximately 25,000 person-trips originate
on the Boston College and Cleveland Circle routes, 13,000 on the River-
side route, and 13,000 on the Arborway route. The remainder are ac-

*Data adapted from reference 118 and reviews by each transit system.

BOSTON

counted for in local ridership, Mattapan-Ashmont trips, and passen-

gers coming from Lechmere and North Station. The Central Subway is
operated with one-, two. and three-car trains, and its rush hour capacity,
as presently operated, is equal to approximately 58 three-car trains.

Equipment

PCC cars are now in use for light rail transit service on the M BT A
system. However, 175 new articulated (SlRV) cars are being manu.
factured to replace the bulk of the PCC fleet (which averages about 30

years old). It is anticipated that the newest group of PCC cars (dating
from 1951) would be retained to compensate for traffic growth.

Almost all of the MBTA's cars are air-electric, and are single-ended.
Some 25 double-ended cars were purchased from Dallas in 1958-1959,
but their use is confined primarily to the Mattapan-Ashmont Line and
the Arborway Line.

Approx imately 15 cars are assigned to the Mattapan-Ashmont Line,
with the remainder used on the Green Line routes. Most cars are equip-
ped for multiple-unit operation. None are air conditioned. For subway
service, left-side doors are provided. MBTA cars employ modified seat-
ing arrangements, with single seats, either inward- or forward-facing,
provided ahead of the center door, and with conventional forward-
facing two.passenger seats in the rear. Standees are common during
peak hours.

One main repair shop located at Cleveland Circle (connecting to
the Riverside and Boston College Lines, as well) handles major mainten-
ance. Inspection stations are located at other route terminals, and

heavy repair work is performed at the main shops, which are located

in Everett. Cars are moved to Everett, and to the Mattapan-Ashmont
Line, by flat-bed truck. The main repair shop at Cleveland Circle is

known as "Reservoir Car House." This facility is common to the River-
side Line, where the stop is called Reservoir, rather than Cleveland Cir-
cle.

A new facility for heavy repair is presently under construction at
Riverside. This will accommodate the new SLRVs as well as the older
PCC cars.
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Table A-'
Boston. Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY (MINUTES) SCHEDULED AVERAGETIME TD ROUTE
ROUTE NUMBER DESTINATIONS TYPE OF ROUTE

ROUTE SERVICES
TRAVERSE SPEED

ANDIOR NAME MILEAGE ROUTE (MPH)
PEAK BASE OFF.PEAK (MINUTES)

Commonwealth Ave. . Boston College. Highway Median. Subway. 7.5 Local 6 7 10 - 15 50 10.0

Boston College Park Street Station, Elevated
Lechmere

Beacon Street. Cleveland Circle, Highway Median. Subway, 6 Local 6 - 7 7 10. 15 48 10.2

Cleveland Circle Park Street Station, Elevated
Lechmere

Riverside Riverside. Grade Separated Right-of- 12.7 Local 7.8 8 10 - 15 58 15.8
Park Street Station, way, Subway
North Station

Arborway . Arborway, Park Street Running. Subway. 6.5 Local 3.7 5 10 - 15 39 10.8

Huntington Ave. Street Station Elevated

Mattapan - Ashmont Mattapan-Ashmont Exclusive Right-of.way 3 Local 2 6 8.30 15 12.0
with Grade Crossings
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CLEVELAND (SHAKER HEIGHTS)

Operator

Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority
Shaker Division

Route Characteristics

The Shaker Division (light rail transit) operates two routes. One of
these, the Shaker Line, operates west from Green Road to Shaker
Square over the median strip of Shaker Boulevard, and is all double-
tracked. Several small shelters and substantial parking facilities exist at
..ertain stops along this route.

The second route, the Van Aiken (formerly Moreland) Line, extends
west from Warrensville Center Road to Shaker Square, using the median
of Van Aiken Boulevard. Similar in many respects to the Shaker Line
route, there is a 30-car storage yard at the outer terminaL. At ShakE'r

Square, the routes combine into a fully grade-separated double-track

line on an exclusive right-of-way with stops averaging one mile apart. to
the junction with the Cleveland Division high-platform rail rapid transit
line at Kinsman Road. A tunnel structure provides qrade.separated inter-
face. Immediately south of this junction is the Kingsbury Run shop of
the Shaker Division lines. From this point to Union Terminal both
rapid transit divisions share the double trackage. At one intermediate
station, East 55th Street, the high-level loading platforms of the Cleve-

land Division are outside while the low-level loading platforms IJsed for

Shaker Heights trains are in the center (island fashion).

At the second intermediate stop, East 34th Street, to facilitate inter-
change, both divisions employ island piatforms end.to-end with dif-
ferent stopping sections for the ditterent equipment.

At the terminal at Public Square, the high-platform and light rail
trains again diverge. and the Shaker Division trains terminate on two
low-level loading platforms, beyond which there is a loop. Storage is
provided at this terminal for all cars. There is no direct passenger

connection in the terminal to the high-level loading platforms of the

Cleveland Division, except through the station concourse.

Frequent service is provided on both routes ever',; day, except during
late night hours, with all trains originating or terminating at Union

TerminaL. Many downtown bus connections exist at Union Terminal

and some suburban bus routes connect at outlying points. Except for
the Union Terminal, few enclosed buildings are used for stops,
although all have shelter facilities. The terminal trackage in Cleveland
is underground; all other trackage is on the surface or is open cut or filL.
Route statistics are presented in Table A-2.

Market Characteristics

Ridership is predominantly downtown.commuter o,iented, with a
reasonably high percentage of local shopping, school and other trips
contributing significantly to the total.

16,500 weekday rides are typical, with approximately 6,000 on
Saturday and 1,500 on Sund¡¡y. Total annual ridership is approxi-
mately 4.6 million trips. Of the two routes, the heavier ridership is on

the Van Aiken route. In the past few years headways have increased,

with a reasonably frequent periodic service still provided. An increase
in drive. in traffic has been spurred by the development of parking lots
adjacent to many of the stops. There is no charge for park ing.

Equipment

All 57 revenue cars are of PCC design; 25 were built new for Shaker

Heights in 1947, 10 cars of 1946 construction were bought from St.
Louis Public Service in 1959, and 20 (built in 1946-1947) were bought
from the Twin Cities in 1953. Two double-end cars built in 1949 for
IIlinois Terminal Railroad are operated under lease. The cars built new
for Shaker Heights were equipped with left-hand cent~r doors, although
these have always been inactive and sealed. All but five cars are
equipped with multiple-unit couplers and controls, with two and three-
car trains common.

All cars are all-electric, and air conditioning is not provided. The cars
are maintained by the shop at Kingsbury Run. Cars are stored at Van
Aiken Terminal (Warrensville Center Road) and at Cleveland Union
TerminaL. Turnback loops without storage facilities are located at Shaker
Square, at the Warrensville Center Road stop on the Shaker branch
route, and the Green Road TerminaL. A rebuilding and upgrading pro.
gram for the cars is presently underway.
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T ablr A-2

Cleveland (Shaker Division) - Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY (MINUTES) SCHEDULED AVERAGETIME TO ROUTEROUTt: NUMBER DESTINATIONS TYPE OF ROUTE ROUTE SERVICES TRAVERSE SPEEDAND/OR NAME MILEAGE ROUTE
(MPH)PEAK BASE OFF.PEAK (MINUTES)

Shaker Boulevard Green Road. Shaker Grade Separated and 9.8 Local 4.10 20 60 25 24
line Square. Cleveland Median Strip in Highway and

E x press

Van Aiken Line Warrensville. Grade Separated and 9.3 Local 4.10 20 60 25 22
Shaker SQuare, Median Strip in Highway and
Cleveland Express

i
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FORT WORTH

Operator

Tandy Corporation
Di!lard's Department Store - M&O Subway

Route Characteristics

The light rail transit line is on an exclusive right,of.way, and is double
tracked except for terminal stations, which are single stub tracks. All
stations (two terminal and two intermediate) have high. level loading of
passengers. There is one intermediate stop provided for inbound and
one for outbound cars (platform provided on one side only). The
downtown terminal is the only stop not located in the Dillard's parking
lot. At the edge of the lot the two tracks enter a subway of approxi-

mately one-half mile, terminating at Dillard's basement. The car storage

facility is located immediately beyond the outer terminaL. The parking
lot area is separated from the Central Business District by a small hill,
under which the subway passes. Total route length is less than two
miles. M&O Subway light rail transit line route statistics are pre.
sented in Table A-3.

Market Characteristics

.Due to the unique nature of the line, traffic fluctuates widely. An
estimated 3,000 - 6,000 riders use the system per day, with this number

increasing during peak retailing seasons- Commuters are not a significant
factor in ridership, since there are less than 1,000 riders during rush
hours. The line operates six days a week, starting at 7:00 AM and con.
tinuing until either 7:00 PM or 10:00 PM, depending on stcre hours.
The majority of riders are patrons of Dillard's, with the second largest
group being general downtown shoppers.

Equipment

All six cars presently used are former Washington D.C. Transit PCC
cars. Built in 1944.1945, these cars were sold to Leonard's Department
Store, the former operator of the system, in 1962 and were given an

extensive refurbishment. These standard air.electric cars were converted
to double-ended streamliners, with the addition of extensive skirting;
all are air conditioned. Seats are at the sides and are inward.facing, with
consequent reduction in capacity. This is hardly a detriment consider-
ing the short ride length, frequency of service, and large number of
parcels brought on board by shoppers. All cars were modified for high-
level loading of paSSf'ngers.

Several additional cars were cannibalized to provide spare parts for
the six active cars, only three of which are normally utilized at any
given time.

Table A-3

Fort Worth - Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY (MINUTES~ SCHEDULED AVERAGE
ROUTE NUMBER

TIME TO

AND/OR NAME DESTINA TIONS TYPE OF ROUTE ROUTE SERVICES TRAVERSE ROUTE

MILEAGE ROUTE SPEED
PEAK BASE OFF.PEAK (MINUTES) IMPH)

M&O Subway Parking Lot to Dillards Exclusive Right of -way. 1.2 Transport 2 12 4.5-- 16
Department Store in the Both Surface dnd to and
CBO. Subway fiom

Parking
Lot--
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NEW ORLEANS

Operator

New Orleans Public Service, Inc.

Route Characteristics

The six and one.half mile route is predominantly set in the center
reservation of St. Charles and Carroll ton Avenues. Its access to the
Central Business District is via city streets, with some one-way street
running, forming a loop. Bordering on the French Qi;arter ~t Canal
Street (the downtown terminal), the line runs on a sod-covered right-of.
way bordering, from Jackson Avenue to Louisiana Avenue, the Garden
District, an exclusive neighborhood of large private residences. The line
passes Audubon Park and terminates only three miles from its origin;
its circuit following the arc of the Mississippi River, which it parallels.

The downtown end is composed of a loop, while the Carrollton
Avenue end is a double-track stub with crossovers. The car barn
(storage area) is located near the outer end of the line, only one block

from the route. Route statistics are provided in Table A-4.

Market Characteristics

Frequent service and low fares have kept light rail transit popu lar
in New Orleans. About 25,000 riders use the service each weekday;
more than E'ight million passengers ride the line yearly.

Equipment

The New Orleans car$, built by the Perley Thomas Car Co., are now
about 50 years old. The cars are double-ended, and all havl! wooden
bench seating. The seats are walkover except at each end, lI¡h~re they
are inward facing. A large vestibule at each end provid~s d control

station, with doors on each side. Many replacement parts must be made
in the repair shop, The cars have been extensively upgraded and all cars
are presently in good condition.

Table A-4

New Orleans - Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY (MINUTES) SCHEDULED AVERAGETIME TO ROUTE
ROUTE NUMBER ROUTE TRAVERSE
f '-DIOR NAME DESTINATIONS TYPE OF ROUTE MilEAGE SERVICES ROUTE SPEED

PEAK BASE OFF.PEAK (MINUTES) (MPH)

St Charles Ave Downtown New Orleans Street Median 6.5 Local 3,5 4.5 18.5. 90 9.3
60 on
Owl
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NEWARK

Operator

Transport of New Jersey

Route Characteristics

Of the 4.1 miles of route on this Irne. about one and one,half mrlf's

are subway. The entire route is double.tracked and is completely srg
naled. A large underground termrnus is provided at Penn Central Station
the south end of the line where provisions for fleet storage and mairte.'
nance are located along with several platforms. At Broad Street Station
there is an underground connect ion to ¡¡ now unused shor t subway

which was formerly served by other routf'S, At seveial int!~imedr¡¡te
stations on the open segment. unused stub connect 

10m provid!! Jccr:ss

to former street routes. Route statistrcs ¡¡re shown in Table A,5
A jornt bus-rail transfer station is provrded foi the north teimrnal

which is located at Franklin Avenue, Bus feeders provrde connect ron~

at several intermediate stops, although no othe' physrcal transff'l sta
trons are used. The line crosses (ov;rheadl the Morris and Essex route
of the Erre,Lackawanna Railway. although no station connectroii
exist. At Penn Central Station. covered passage is provicied to Port
Authority Trans.Hudson (PATH) rapid transit seivrce to downtown
New York City. Central Railroad of New Jersf'Y. Penn Central and
AMTRAK trains, as weil as to the Greyhound Bus Termrnal

Four subway stations and seven surface stations aie seived, All sta
tions have provisrons for precollect1on of fares, and most have a shelter.

although none have station buildings or waiting rooms.

Market Characteristics

Approximately 8.000 weekday riders regularly use this line. This is a
substantial reduction from past years. which is primarily due to the
p.conomic decline of the City of Newark. Aithout,;, the light rail transit
Irne rs still utilrzed as a downtown distrrbutor for suburban bus routes
through service on the bus routes in peak hours carries much of th~
hf'avy volumE Furthermore. the local areas served directly by the City
Subway, as the line is known, have changed grpatly in their charac.
terlStrcs over the years. Very little local traffic is available. II compari-
son to other Noith American light rail transit operatrons. Approxi,
mately 2,000.000 annual rides are provided. Some element of reverse
commutation rs offered, with rail commuters arriving at Penn Central
Station and dispersing to downtown Newark on the subway. An incen.
trve fare has promoted this travel.

Equipment

Since 1954. all service has been provided by a fleet of 30 former
Twin Cities (Minneapolis! PCC cars. These cars were built in the
1946,1949 era and. although old, are "'.Jell maintained and capable of
lasting for several more years. Cars are all-electric. and are non.air
conditioned, with two and one seatirg across rn the forward half of all
cai s. All maintenance act ivit ies are performed in the Penn Central
Station facility

Table A.5

Newark. Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

~-,..__.. --~-

HEADWAY IMINUTES) SCHEIJULED
TIME TO

AVERAGE

ROUTE NUMBE R
ROUTE TRAVERSE

ROuTE

AND/OR NAME
DESTINATIONS TYPE OF ROUTE MILEAGE

SE RVICES
SPE E D

ROUTE
PEAK BASE OFF PEAK IMINUTES)

(MPHI

7 CiTy SlJhW,1V FI,1nUirr ~\v1' E: ..1 IlIi.1 vI' Riqht ¡d \"...1\0 .1 1 L(Hd.tl 1 15 70 70 30 12 20

P,'iiii (:,'iiTi,tl St.,jll\\1 Sui 1\'~IV
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PHILADELPHIA

Operator

Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority

Route Characteristics

The Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation Authority's (SEPTA)
City Transit Division operates seven streetcar routes, and five subway.
surface (i.e., light rail) routes. These lines remain from a system which
once operated 86 routes over 678 track miles in Philadelphia. SEPTA's
Red Arrow Division operates two light rail lines and the Norristown
High-Speed Line. Statistical data for the Red Arrow Division and the
City Transit Division is presented in Tables A-6 and A-7, respectively.

The City Transit Division's surface lines are double. tracked with a

single uni-directional track in the center of downtown one-way streets.
All routes connect, except for the Route 6 (Ogontz Avenue) line, which
uses non.revenue trackage to reach the remainder of the system. An

extremely heavy North.South line, Route 23 (Germantown Avenue),
connects the extreme northwest corner of the city with the older areas
of South Philadelphia. Other routes are mostly east.west. connecting

with one or both of the main subway lines, and numerous bus routes.
Downtown trackage is generally on narrow one.way streets. with but
a single uni-directional track in the street center.

The subway.surfac:e routes enter downtown on the two outer tracks
of the Market Street subway, looping around City Hall Plaza under-

ground. They radiate from the tunnel portals in the southwest and
northwest directions. Several subway stations are provided. two con.
nected by a common concourse with rapid transit stops. All subway.
surface routes are double.tracked, with some exclusive right-of-way on
rush hour extensions in the southern city limits area (one line was part
of a suburban route once extending to Chester). The portals, and con-
fluence of the street portions are located in the university area just west

of the Schuylkill River. The subway is three miles in length. although
one line uses a portal one mile east of the final exit.

The Red Arrow routes are suburban in nature. almost entirely on
exclusive rights-of.way, and combine signaled portions of single and
double.track. with passing stretches. They run together on shared
double.track at the side of Garrett Road, west from the 69th Street
Terminal. and split at Drexel Hill. At this point, the Media Line proceeds
west throuqh parks and hilly terrain to the town of Media, and the
Sharon Hill Line turns south and slightly east. Both terminate on single
track, with no loops required. as all cars are double ended. The 69th
Street Terminal, however, incorporates a loop with two departure

tracks, an arrival track, and a small adjacent storage yard. Many stops
have shelters. and a few have small adjacent parking lots.

The Norristown Line strikes out northwest from its separate terminal
at 69th Street (separated from the terminal by the Market-Frankford
subway station), which incorporates three stub tracks. It has sharp
curves and a graded route but the tracks are designed with superelevation
and spirals to allow high-speed operations. Operations up to 90 miles

per hour were commonplace in previous years, although power and
equipment maintenance now limit the top speed to approximately
70 miles per hour. All stations have short, high-level platforms

and shelters, with the 69th Street Terminal having an enclosed waiting

room. The Norristown Station is at the end of a long viaduct over the
Schuylkill Valley, on the second floor of a commercial building. An
enclosed waiting room is provided. Several stations have parking lots,
and two have turnback tracks between the inbound and outbound main
tracks. The viaduct and Norristown Station is the only single track on
the route.

Two trips during each evening rush hour are serviced by Liberty
Liner equipment, operating on Norristown express schedules. These are
four-unit articulated streamliners which provide luxurious seating and
beverage service Some rush hour trips on all Red Arrow routes utilize
two-car multiple units. Express service is provided on all these routes.

The City Transit routes are served by four storage car houses. Wood-
land, on the subway-surface routes in Southwest Philadelphia, houses

cars for Routes 11, 13, 34, and 36. The remaining subway.surface
route, Route 10, shares Callowhill Depot, in West Philadelphia, with
Route 15. The heavily utilized Route 23 solely occupies Germantown
Depot, while Luzerne Depot in North Philadelphia houses Routes 6,
50, 53, 56, and 60. A single service area, with a repair shop on opposite
sides of the Norristown Line, is located at Victory Avenue near the
69th Street TerminaL.

Except for the subway stations, no City Transit routes use station
facilities, other than an occasional shelter at a terminaL.

Market Characteristics

All routes are heavily utilized, with all-night service provided on

most of the City Transit Division routes. Commuters ride to schools
such as Temple, Drexel. and the University of Pennsvlvania. as well as
to work. Heavy use is made of all lines for local travel demands and for
access to Center City, the downtown area which is still the economic
and cultural center. The Red Arrow routes serve the upper- and middle-
class western suburbs in Delaware County and along the fashionable

Main Line. Most commuters on these routes are white-collar workers
and school children, with a substantial reverse movement of employees
of the scattered industrial areas. Although shopping centers are served
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by the Red Arrow routes, high auto usage for shopping trips, and the
availaoility of competng SEPTA-sponsored rail commuter services on
the Penn Central and Reading railroads have curtailed the use of the
light rail transit for these trips.

Ridership on the City Transit Division surface routes is heaviest,
with 130,000 weekday rides. or almost 40 million annually. The Route
23 Ime alone accounts for 44.000 weekday trips. The subway.surface
lines generate 65,000 weekday triPS. or almost 20 million annual trips.
Red Arrow trolley routes carry 14.000 passengers on a weekday. and
a;most this number ride the Norristown high.speed line (4 million and
23/4 million annually, respectively!.

Equipment

All City Transit vehicles are PCC cars built between 1941 to 1948.
Some were bought from Kansas City Public Service in 1954. Both all-
electric and air-electric cars arc used. Many of Philadelphia's cars are

now being refurbished. Seats are two and one across the front and
conventional in the rear, all forward facing.

Red Arrow cars are a mixed lot of older equipment which still
provides exceptional performance, equal to that of new cars. These

lines all use double-enced non-PCC equipment, although the most reænt
group of 1949 cars resemble PCC cars. A group of prewar cars were
built as the last effort of j.G. Brill, a leading electric railway carbuilder

responsible for many of the pre-PCr .;ars in this country, and for many
of the remaining Red Arrow cars- This group, based on lightWeight
designs similar in some respects to PCC equipment, is called Brilliners.
Earlier Brill cars (from 1932) are some of ~he last cars to use manual,
rather than pedal, type controls. Two earlier heavyweight, center-

entrance cars are maintained for historical purposes, although these

have been used in rec,ent years during heavy snow. All cars have doors
on both sides of the cars.

All the Red Arrow cars are equipped hr high-speed operation on

ballasted track. All have walkover type seats, and all are equipped
with wooden drop seats used when a door is not in service (they span
the door stepwell).

The Norristown Line cars are in three groups. The oldest were built
in the 1924-1929 era and are used in rush hours only. A later group, the
famed Brill Bullet cars, was built in 1931 after a great deal of research,
including wind tunnel testing. Designed for high speeds with low power
consumption, they have comfortable, walkover bucket seats, and a
sizeable platform at each end, with folding doors. The latest group of
Norristown cars are the Liberty Liners. Two of these four-car articulated
trains were bought from th~ Chicago, North Shore and Milwaukee
Railroad, whe~e they had served since construction in 1941 on high-
speed intercity', uns between Chicago and Milwaukee. Using deluxe
seats, and containing a tavern lounge and bar section in one car, the
trains are popular, but are used only in peak periods due to their hiqh
capacity and inordinate drain on the line's electrical distribution system.

Table A-6

Philadelphia (Red Arrow Division) - Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY (MINUTES) SCHEDULED
TIME TO

AVERAGE

ROUTE NUMBER ROUTE TRAVERSE ROUTE

AND/OR NAME
DESTINA TlONS TYPE OF ROUTE MILEAGE SERVICES ROUTE SPEED

PEAK BASE OFF.PEAK (MINUTES)
(MPH)

Rout" 100 Nor r "towo Grad.. S..paiati'd 135 Local. 45 15 30 26 31

NOffl,town 69th SI,,,..t Right of WdY Exp,e".
H iqh Sp".~d LiliI' Tprn1ln.11 Skip Stop

Routt' 101 M"dia 69th Streel Exclu"w Riqht of 8,5 Local arrd 4.0 20 30 30 17

Media Rail Liie 1 errnird! way with Pailial Stipel E X¡He"

Rurrrrii'g
~-, -" . _._._--~._.__._.- --~.__._~

Rouie 102 Shaiorr HII1 69th E xclu"vp Right of 53 LOCiJI arrd 35 20 30 22 14.5

Sharorr Hill Slre.~t Termii,al WdY with P.iltial 5111,1'1 Expre"
Rad Lirre RUI.I1HH1
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Table A-7

Philadelphia (City Transit Division) - Streetcar and Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

-

"'EADWAY IMINUTESI SCHEDULED AVERAGE
TIME TO ROUTE

ROUTE NUMBER DESTINATIONS TYPE OF ROUTE
ROUTE SE RVICE5

TRAVi:RSE SPEED
AND/OR NAME MILEAGE ROUTE IMPH)

PEAK BASE OFF PEAK (MINUTES)

Route 6 Oqur1t/ & Chpltenhrlm
I

Strr~f~t Runnmq 28 Local 8 15 30 60 15, 17 90
Oql)11tl AVf~ Broad & Olnev--- ----_.
Route 10 63rd & Malve' n Street Run,,,,q to 34th 5,8 Local 6 1 2 20 30 25 33 94
Lancaster Ave Citv Hall Via Sutiwav Street Sullw"V tn C,tv

Hall
"_.-

Route 11 9th & Main Streets. Street Ru,,,inq 10 39th 6.7 Local 4 12 20 30 29 36 110
Woorllaod Ave Darllv CltV Hall Via Street Suhwav tn CltV

Sullwav Hdll

Route 13 Yearlon & Darllv Si,eet Runn",,) to 39th 5 7 Local 3 12 20 30,60 24,32 11.3

Chester Ave CltV Hall Via Subwav Street Sullwav to CltV

Hall----- --
Route 15 63rd & Girarrl Stlt"'p1 Riinn1nq 76 Local 5 15 30 45,55 7.3

Girarrl Ave Richmonrl &
Westmoreland Street--

Route 23 Germantown Ave & Street Running 12,8 Local 4 15 30 60 75 8.0
Germantown Ave Bethlehem Pike

10th & Bigler--------- _._, 1-'
Rouie .:4 61st & Baltimore, Street Running to 39th 50 Local .; 12 20 30 21 27 11,5

Baltimore Ave CltV Hall Via Subwav Street Suhwav to CltV
Hall

Route 36 80th & Eastwick Strci't Runninq to 39th 81 Local 4 15 30 30 40 12,3
Elmwoorl Ave CltV Hall Via Subwav Street SuhwaV to CltV

Hôll

Roo'" 50 =p''" 0"'00 Street R unn inq 108 Local 9 15 30 70 9,3
~treet Line Rising Sun & K_noii

Rnute 53 10th & Luieii'e Stfeet Runniiq 4.3 Local 10 15 20 40 20 25 10,7

Wavne Ave. Wavne & Carpenter

Route 56 23rrl & Venango Street Runnl",1 75 Local 4 15 30 35.40 11,1

ElleAve T orresrlale & Cottman--
Route 60 35th & Alleghenv Street Runninq 49 Local 4 12 15 30 20 27 8.9
Alleghenv Ave Richmonrll'

Westmoreland
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PITTSBURGH

Operator

Port Authority of Allegheny County

Route Characteristics

There are five light rail transit routes in Pittsburgh. All routes origi.
nate in the Central Business District, looping on a number of one-way
streets to provide downtown coverage. Three configurations of the
downtown loop are used. All lines merge on double track which crosses
the Monongahela River on the Smithfield Street Bridge.

One line, used as a detour route. climbs over a hill south of the
bridge on street trackage. The remaining routes use the tunnel under
Mount Washington which exits at South Hills Junction, the major
operating headquarters and car repair shop (Tunnel or South Hill Car
House). The street trackage on the tunnel bypass route rejoins the main
route here.

From South H ills Junction, the Mt. Lebanon vi3 Beechview Line

heads Southwest over a long viaduct through Beechview and Dormont
to Mt. Lebanon. Some rush hour cars continue on exclusive right-of-way
to Castle-Shannon. The Mt. Lebanon Line is double-tracked, with cut-
back points at Neeld Avenue and Dormont. The extension to Shannon
is single-tracked with sidings.

The Shannon-Library and Shannon-Drake routes continue South
from South Hills Junction on double and single.track exclusive right-of.
way with passing sidings. The line is signaled. At Castle-Shannon they
intersect the extension of the Mt. Lebanon Line, and continue south to
Washington Junction. Here, the double-track route to Library continues

southeasterly on an exclusive right-of'way, and the single-track route to
Drake continues southwest.

The exclusive right-of-way portions of the lines employ shelters at
key stops, but no formal station facilities are provided. Several parking
lots provide free parking along the Drake and Library routes. Service is
provided all night. During peak hours, certain Library route cars operate
express over portions of the line. During peak hours, cars are run as
short turns to various points along the routes. Statistical data relative
to the Pittsburgh light rail transit routes are presented in Table A.8.

Market Characteristics

The system is used by some 15,000 passengers on a typical weekday.
Most of the riders are commuters working in the Golden Triangle and
other parts of the downtown area. A substantial amount of traffic uses
the system as one element of a multi-modal trip, usually involving a bus.
Heavy use of ihe routes during off-peak hours has enabled frequent
service to be maintained on all routes, with service on the outer end of
the Shanrron-Library and Shannon-Drake Lines every half-hour during
base periods.

Equipment

PCC cars are used in Pittsburgh; some are all-electric, and others air-
electric. The earlier cars were built in 1944.1945, and the latter all-
electric cars were constructed in 1947-1948. No multiple-unit operation
is employed, and no air conditioning is provided. Some of the cars are
equipped with special headlights and horns for use on the longer routes,
although cars are generally intermingled in assignment. In a recent over-
haul program, many cars have been upgraded, with various colorful
exterior schemes.
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Table A-8

Pittsburgh - Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY(MINUTES) SCHEDULED AVERAGE
TIME TO ROUTE

ROUTE NUMBER
ROUTE

TRAVERSE

, AND/OR NAME
DESTINA TlONS TYPE OF ROUTE MILEAGE

SERVICES ROUTE
SPEED

f'EAK BASE OFF-PEAK (MINUTES)
(MPHJ

Roul" 35 L ii" ill y, Bp.ih,-I Pai k. E xclu"v" Riqhl of way 12.8 Local 5 15 30 30 45 41 48 16.0

Shannon L ,I" ," y P'11,bulith with Paitial Slii-'~t and

Runninq E x pre"~

- ~- -_.- -----

Routt' 36 O,akp, B"lh.?1 Paik, E xclu"", R iqhl of \Yay 108 Local 7 20 30,60 37 42 15.5

Shannon Dr akp P'11,burqh wiih Paiiial 51,,,1,1

--------'- Runniiiq

Roull' 37 Ca,II.' Sbannon Exclu"ve Riqhl 01 way 70 Lucal 5 15 40,60 25 35 12.0

c." iip Shdl)11()r1 Pii"bu'qh with Pai 1,.11 511.",1

Runniiiq
--~- ~,.,.- - ---_._---- - .. ___,0- -

Roul.' 42/38 Mi L.i'h.UHH1. E xclu"v" R ,qhi of \Yay 5 7 Local 5 15 30 35 40 8.6

Mi L dJoioon Bt~pi:hvlf'W. wiih Paitial SIII?"1

Vld Bt~f'chvl(~'N Pii "bu' qb RUllIlInq-- 00' - --- - ---- ~-,.,---,-----'-~--'
Roul" 49 S Hill, Junction, E: xclu""" Riqhl of way 3,0 LOCd: 30 60 60 22 30 7.0

Allll\qton P,t"lluiqli wiih P.,,'ial Stii",'

Wai 11nqtOf)
RUl11liiq
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SAN FRANCISCO

Operator

San Francisco Municipal Railway (MUNI)

Route Characteristics

All five iight rail transit routes of the San Francisco system are
double.tracked. and share Market Street trackage in the downtown area.
Presently originating at the East Bay Terminal (the focal point for inter-
urban bus service to East Bay cities), they continue on Market south.
westerly to a point west of Van Ness where the J (Church) Line swings

south on a mixture of street and exclusive right-of-way trackage, and

the N (Judah) Line swings due west, through the short Sunset Tunnel to
street trackage leading almost to the ocean front. The remaining lines
enter the Twin Peaks Tunnel at Market and Castro, and continue south.
westerly through two stations to the junction at the West Portal stop.
The L (Taraval) Line branches off at this point and continues west to
the ocean and city zoo along street trackage, while the K (i ngleside) and
M (Ocean View) Lines split at St. Francis Circle. Both then arc to the
southeast; the K Line terminates just short of the BART Balboa Park
rapid transit station, and the M Line terminates at Broad and Plymouth,
using both street and exclusive right-of-way trackage- The main heavy
repair shops lie just beyond the present K Line terminus, connected by
non-revenue trackage. Each of the five routes connect the downtown
business district with residential areas to the west and south.

A new subway under Market Street will route the lines from a termi-
nal at the Embarcadero near the foot of Market Street to the Duboce
Portal, where the J and N Lines will emerge to street level, then separate
at Church St. Outer.end routing will remain. except that the K and M
Lines will term;ï'ate at a new extension - adjacent to the BART Balboa
Park station. Stallstical data relative to these routes is presented in

Table A-9. (Note: A.9 lists present terminals.)

Market Characteristics

The five light rail transit routes have heavy peak-hour ridership, and
lighter weekend traffic. Approximately 35,000 rides are taken on a
typical weekday, and approximately 10,000,000 riders per year use the
system. Ridership per capita is high on ali pubîic transportation in the
San Francisco Bay Area, and these routes serve tightly-knit areas in
which congestion and terrain make the automobile a less than desirable
mode of transportation.

Equipment

All vehicles are PCC cars running as single units. and are all-electric.
Most of the cars now in service were bought second.hand, either from
St. Louis (bought in 1957-1962) or, most recently, from Toronto

(1974).
Ten cars purchased new (1949) for this s\lotem were originally

equipped for two-man operation, and were later converted to one-man
operation. Twenty-five additional one.man cars were purchased new in
1952, from St. Louis Car Co., the last PCC cars to be manufactured in

the U.S. All cars have backup controls and poles, two termini being

wye-equipped (rather than having loops). Air conditioning is not used.
The cars are in reasonably good condition, but are scheduled to be

repló;:ed with new articulated cars now under construction by Boeing
Vertol Company. These cars will be double-ended.

The operating (Geneva) car house and main heavy repair shop
(Elkton) for the system are located beyond the K Line terminus adja-
cent to the BART Balboa Park Station. A new MUNI Me'to Center will
replace the Geneva-E Ikton facilities in 1977.
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Table A-9

San Francisco - Light Rail Transit Route Statistics

HEADWAY (MINUTES' .. SCHEDULED AVERAGE
TIME TO ROUTE

ROUTE NUMHER ROUTE TRAVERSE
AND/OR NAME

DESTINATIONS TYPE OF ROUTE MILEAGE SERVICES ROUTE . SPEED'

PEAK BASE OFFPE AK IMINUTESI IMPHI-
i l:11 11'11 .: ( ) ~ i I,'i (:'1 ,', 'i ;;11,"'1 Hljl1illl)(J .tlill H'i L '" "i ,1 5 7 1? 1,0 7,6(,

L .. "III' , IV¡' f1"llii "I "''V,J\j--- -,- -, - ..__.- --- _.. .._.._ . -_..- ._---_._--~.~.~~ ",---- "-'." -----,--- -,,---- -- ---
r 1,"11,, , ,I,, n("..J11 Ii. PII"I,111 ~,; 1 r . '1'1 F'IJllilllil¡ ,lrlll I:) :~ L (Jl:"1 ,1 5 7 5 12 78 9,9

E "l 111\1 v'" HI,!I'I of \Vd'¡

17 1 111111' ILJtj'1f'I!
..00 -- ..00'......_-_._--_. ,- --_._-- ..__..- _..-.-_. --'OOu'----'-'---"- --..oo , -+.. ---- - -_.._- ,---,- -------
I i 11,1.,11 '11)(11 I' I.'v .1,', ¡ II 1,i :)III't't R(JflliIIH! dniJ Hi L uc,,1 3,5 7 5 12 85 9,8

E.. 1:1\,..Vt' Ri:ilii uf \'vtiY

17 I Inllll 1(11111"1)

r-
---_. - ._- - --_._-- -----------, - -

" ()I. \j, F~ r i I, II j I' PI, 1) i )! J I ~ \ Slli'I!1 Hll1iI1111(! ,irid 17 1 Lue,,1 7 8,5 12 90 9,8
£')((,1\10,~\/~' Rlql1l uf
\\/dV

17 I inilt' IlJ l1rH~I)

-_..._._---,--~ "----- --_.__._._--- --- ----
. ¡'i.i.lli ,Jlii1.di I' L ,i PI",,',( SIlt"'! F1lJlH11fH1 .ii\(j 1,1./ lOLl1 L 5 roo 1/ ì4 9.6::

E XCliI"IVI' R,qh: of INdY

IO.S 1111,' IlI'1I1,-I)

. 11\1 I,¡d,' 11'( 11-;1. 1,' 1111\1' ,j1 (\\111.1 ¡i"rnip,,:.. Str,"'1 ,p.,I"1 at 15 70 ((1PI1

.. f'f i\K I'! /\,-, .11, PM
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TORONTO

Operator

Toronto Transit Commi~sion

Route Characteristics

The routes are typical of streetcar operation. All have double

track, loop~ at each end and nurrerou~ tuinback poinh. and thl'lI' "
considerable emergency u~e downtown trackage Thr! Queen Lirw h..\..
~ection of reserved right of wav In ..ddition. there ..rp ,l'vCI..I1f~lmlf..1
loop~ entirely withir the cOnfii1f!5 of rail rapid tian\it \tation\ piovidinq
a weattwr protected tran\fer between mo(It~~ Route ~1..tl"IC~ die \hown
ill Table Al0,

While the suburban development in thl' metropolitan ieqion ha~ bepn
gr eat, the inner city poi t ion ha\ not d,~clined in pr opor t ion to other

regions' experience. As a result. pattonage continues to be very heavy.
Headways are short and two-car trains are used on Queen Street during
the peak hours. Two lines, Earlscourt. and Kingston Road peak.hour
"short line" services of longer routes, are providing extra service on the

densest portion of the line. About 45 route-miles are currently in
operation with eleven routes.

The entire physical plant of the Toronto streetcar system is in
excellent physical condition. The Commission ha~ had iurrsdiction
over ¡he route~ for many years. having consolidated sever al private
railway operations as early as 1921.

Three car houses service the routes. and a heavy repair shop is con
nected by service track to the reqular routes, This ~ame ~ervice track,

along Bathurst Street. connect~ the St, Clalr/Earlscourt and Mt
Pleasant operations with the remainder of the routes, which would

otherwise be isolated The mair shop is Hillcrest. which also houses a
bus repair shop Roncesvalles, on the King and Queen Lines. and Russell
on the Queen Line and St. Claii Line. iust off the St Claii /Earlscourt
routes, are the car houses, Hillcrest Shop houses the operating admini
stration building and Transit Control Center. the main supervisory

facility for communications, power distribution and subway signalling.
Regular car lines, which bear no route numbers. are designated Bath.

urst. Carlton, Downtowner. Dundas. Eailscourt, King. Kingston Road,
Long Branch. Mt, Pleasant. Queen. and St Clair, Numerous short turns
are operated, as are night combinations.

. Fares collected. does not include transfers.

Market Characteristics

The high level of ridershrp rs bolstered by a generally hrgh per capita
u~e of tran\it re~ulting in part from low fares. high service level, traffic
cong!,q ion. an, i the gene i ally high i egard in which public transportation
:~, held ::1 Toion!c. Service !s offered commensurate with rider5hip. and
thp frequent ~!'IVlc!~ continues until the late hours. with all night service

on many r OLJte~, Two i outes. Earlscourt (basically a duplication of an-
othei routel and Krngston Road (essentially a branch of the Queen and
Kiiiq rout,.~1 o¡.wrate piimarily in peak hour~ The other nine regular
routl'\ o¡wrat!' '!v,~iy day (Downtowner. weekdays only)

Some 65 million i ide~' ¿II I' taken on the 5ti eetcar s each year. anum,
her that ha~ remailied relatively constant. consideiing the effects of
route alterations to suit the expanding rapid transit system. Approxi.

mately 200.000 weekday ¡¡ders' utilize the eleven routes

Much of the streetcar traffic is connecting traffic, destined to
01 from ¿iiea~ ~erved by connectiig ~ubway. bus and trackless trolley
lines, Thi~ is a byproduct of the grid pattern of routes, combined with
the free universal transfer offered. the ease of subway transfers. and the
lack of resistance to the inconvenience of a multi vehicle ride engen.

dered by the frequency of se! vice and general tr amit oiientat ion

Equipment

All regulai

second,hand

Fewer than 400 cars of a one-time fleet of almost 800 PCC cars
remain About 300 die requiied for peak.hour service, Cars s~at about
50. and are predominantly all,electric. all the aii-electric cars having
been the oldest of the groups, and consequently. the fiist retired Some
cars have been sold to other properties, notably 140 cars to Alexandria.

Egypt and recently. 10 cars to San Francisco.

In recognition of the decision to retain streetcar operation in-
definitely, a largescal(~ car rebuilding program has been undertaken,
with 172 of the newer PCC cars having been outshopped by the end of
1975. In this modernization program, the cars receive intei ior refui

bishing. structural repairs. and electrical overhauls.
New single'unit cars to replace the PCC cars have been designed and

on August 19. 1975 the Commission placed an order with the Urban
Transportation Development Corporation for 200 new CLRV's. The
first 10 cars will be budt in Switzerland and delivered in 1978,1979

route equipment is PCC type. either bought new or
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Thè~ new cai desiqn diaws heavily on fea!Ures of the ,iewest European
Cdrs dllli tlw United States SLRV, Because of phYSli "i constraints on
the Toionto tiack system and at Hillcrest Shop. an .Jlticulated design
of I,Hc¡el pioportions was not deemed feasible and hence a S l,foot
doiihle tiiick car. similar in size to the PCC was selected, This vehicle
can l!a';lly !Ji' ddapted for lIse 111 true light rail ti aiisit operaTion. such as
thi~ planiied SCdrboioucjh Light Rail Line which wil, link the eastern

telllllrliis of the BloorD,mforth subway (t" be Ki'nnedy Station

A25

opening 1978) with the new Scarborough Town Centre.

Since only one route operates with multiple units, only about a
third of The fleet is so equipped. SeaTing in The cars is primarily forward
facing, two'and.one forward of the center doors, and conventional to
the rear, The extra.wide front door opening is characteristic of PCC
cars and a stanchion,type divider is utilized to direct passengers toward
the farehox. and into the car. Air conditioning is not used,
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I
i
i
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MeedUI

Klny,ion Road &

Binqham BdThuri:t
SIll

Bdihu,q Bdthurr'i Stn,
ExhllJ\TIQn Grounds

L(Jriq Br(H1c:h Lake,horfl Rd, &
Brown\ Line The
Queensway dne!
Humber R ivpr

Carlton High PClrk Mewi

Stolion

Si Clal1 & K"ele

Si Cia" Sial ion

Mount Plea,ani tSt Clal1 SIll, Mi
Plf~asanT & Eqlinton

Kirrq5ton RO(j(i Kingston Road &

I Bingham King and
Roncesvd\les

51 Claii

--------
Edr l''cnui i Sf eldlf' and

Lansdnwn~~
Stdtion

.2-Cdf' MU train.. in rU''h hour" NOTES

Table A.10

Toronto Streetcar Route Statistics
--~_. ----

-r----'~ --- ~---

HEADWAY IMINUTESI SCHEDULED AVERAGE
TIME TO ROUTE

TRAVERSE
ROUTE

SPEED

¡MINUTES)
\MPHI

45 106

55 11.4

45 88

30 86

35 10.4

50 97

18 9,3

25 11 7

SE lVICES

I PEAK BASE OFF PEAK

I

L\Jc"i 2 9

LOCdl 4' 4 5

ií)(J

II LiiCdl
LOC;11

-,-------' --~--' T' ------t
St".., Rlillll,IHI \ 1//. ,'"C."

SI'flel Runninq L 162 LIICdl

51",,,1 Runnir,,;:-i ~'--T---CJ'
E '(Clil',I'Jt' R Iq~lT (,t ,"J.1¥

(\i Mi R..V\; 111 Ground..\

i

i--~-_L ---, 5 I5 H :;

52 r) i

I-- ----------
7

Stri'd Runii1nq 81j

5

:: 5 4 5

Stref~t Runnlriq 98 6 10 10
Lt)c.il

Street RunnlllÇÇ
18G Locd' 2 5 4 5 54 10,3

B 2 Local 4 4 6 -- 26 9,3

35 local 6 8 10 12 B7

18.4 Local 6
54 10,2

64 Local 4 22 87

Strt~t~t Running

Street Running

Street Runn1nq

Street Run, .ln9

')t Claa

2

Owl ""vice provided on the following roul"S KING. QUEEN. LONG BRANCH (Ihrough,routedl. CARLTON and
ST CLAI R ' MT, PLEASANT (thrOugh.rouiedl,
T"ppers and short working extras provide additional rush hour service (to ihai shown above) on all routes exc"pi
LONG BRANCH. MT, PLEASANT, KINGSTON ROAD and EARLSCOURT
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SUGGESTED PERIODICALS AND OTHER SOURCES OF CURRENT INFORMATION

This list represents the more important trade journals and other periodical literature, that are known
to contain certain articles and information on light rail transit. These sources are available by

subscription or at major public and universitY libraries.

Electric Traction (Australian Electric Traction Association)

Headlights (Electric Railroaders Association)

Lea Transit Compendium

Mass Transit

Modern Tramways and Light Railwav Review

Railway Gazette International

Railwav Age

Rollsign (Boston Street Railway Assn., Inc.J

Traffic Quarterly

Transit Journal

Transitrends

UITP Review

PROCEEDINGS

American Electric Railwav Association (A ERA)

American Electric Railwav Engineering Association (AEREA)

American Public Transit Association (APTA)

Transportation Research Board (TRB)
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APPENDIX D

UMTA POLICY STATEMENT ON LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT

During the past year light rail transit has come to be viewed as a
serious alternative to buses and rapid transit in meeting the transpor-
tation needs of our metropolitan areas. Several cities with existing light
rail systems are taking steps to modernize their vehicle fleets and up-
grade service. A number of other cities are contemplating the possibility
of introducing light rail to supplement existing bus service. However, no
new light rail lines have been built in recent years in this country, with
the result that capital and operating data on modern light rail tech-
nology is not available.

In light of the growing interest in light rail transit, and in answer to
numerous requests, the Urban Mass Transportation Admini5-tration is
issuing this statement of policy in order to provide the clearest possible

expression of its position toward light rail transit.
UMTA considers light rail transit as a potentially attractive concept

for many urban areas. The features that distinguish it most strongly
fro':: conventional rapid transit are the flexibility with which it can be
adapted to a variety of urban settings, and its potentially lower cost. In
congested downtown areas light rail transit can be operated in under-
ground subways. In lower density areas it can be operated at grade in
existing roadway medians, reserved freeway lanes, and in abandoned rail
and other exclusive rights-of-way. At heavily traveled intersections and
in busy arterials grade separation can be achieved through underpasses
or elevated structures. However, with preemptive signals and barriers,
surface grade crossing and operation in mixed traffic might be tolerated
in some situations. Because much of the track can be built at surface
level, the need for costly tunneling and elevated guideways can be mini-
mized and subst~ntial economies in capital expenditure can potentially
be achieved.

Light rail transit has also other merits. It is a technologically proven
concept that requires no costly development program. It can be intro-
duced into a community with a minimum of disruption and can be
operated with minimum intrusion in residential areas. 'I may offer a
capability for conversion to higher capacity service, thus allowing a city
to match its initial investment to existing and near-term demand and to
stage subsequent investment as and when it is required. Because light
rail transit holds promise of an economic, versatile and environmentally
attractive form of mass transportation, the Urban Mass Transportation
Administration believes that it deserves serious consideration by locali-
ties bent on improving the quality of their transportation service.

This is not to say that light rail transit will be prescribed as a pre-
ferred alternative in any specific local situation. UMT A has no pref-
erences among mass transit technologies and will continue to support
the choice of system and mode which emerges as the right transpor-
tation solution from the locally conducted alternatives analysis.

But while UMT A has no modal favorites, the burgeoning demand for
mass transit assistance, together with the escalating costs of transit
construction and operation, has put a serious strain on the available
public resources, making it essential to fully explore any cost effective
approaches. Therefore, the Urban Mass Transportation Administration
announces its intention to assist in the deployment of modern light rail
transit in a city or cities where proper conditions for this type of service
are found to exist. In pursuit of this objective UMTA will carefully
review all alternatives analyses and capital grant applications which are
pending or which will be submitted in the coming months to determine
which urban area or areas can make a convincing case for Federal
support of light rail projects.

December 16,1975
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Automatic Train Control
A system in which a predetermined operational
pattern is established on a given line so that all
cars are accelerated, braked, etc., automatically in
accordance with curve and grade conditions.

Air-electric Vehicle
A vehicle using compressed air as well as elec-
tricity to operate brakes and/or accessories.

Articulated Car
A car consisting of two or more full-size units
free to swivel, the inner ends being carried on
a common center truck.

Ballast
The bed of crushed stone in which the track
rests.

Base Service
Level of service during non-peak daytime hours.

Bi-directional
The ability to simultaneously operate both
inbound and outbound vehicles on a given route.

BogeV
The apparatus for suspending or supporting and
laterally controlling the vehicle with respect to
a guideway.

CBD
Acronym for Central Business District, the section
of an urban area characterized by intensive
business activity.

Capacity
The maximum number of vehicles or passengers in
a single direction during a specific time period.

Capital Costs (Transit)
Nonrecurring costs required to construct transit
systems, including costs of right-of-way, facilities,
rolling stock, power distribution and the associ-
ated administrative and design costs.

E-'

APPENDIX E

GLOSSARY

CLRV
Acronym for Canadian Light Rail Vehicle, new
light rail vehicle being built by the Urban Transit
Deve!opment Corporation for Toronto.

Commuter Rail Transit
That portion of passenger railroad operations
which carry passengers within urban areas;
differs from rail rapid transit in that passenger

cars are heavier and average trip lengths are
longer than for rail transit, and the operations
are generally run by railroad companies as part
of their overall passenger and freight service.

Double-ended Car

A vehicle with controls at both ends, permitting

reversal of direction without turning of the
vehicle.

Elasticity of Ridership
The percentage change in level of ridership
resulting from a 1 % change in a particular
service attribute-

Expres Service
A type of operation providing higher speed

with fewer stops than generally exists on local
transit lines.

Fares
The authorized amount (cash or token) paid or
valid transfer, pass, etc., presented for a transit
ride.

Gauge
Distance between the rails; standard gauge is
4'8%", broad gauge is 5'211".

Grade Crossing
An intersection at which vehicles of the same or
different modes of transportation cross at the
same leveL.

Headway
Scheduled time between vehicles on a line or
rou te.



High.level Loading
P,1ssenger 10iiding from" platform at the ~ilme
height as :he vehicle floor.

Inte,urban Railway

An electric railway servin" two or more urban
areas.

Jointed Rail
Rail I¡¡iel in 39 fooi sections and joined by metal
Joint bars.

Level of Service

The combiniltion of aTtributes of a system which
collectively determine the attractiveness or
utility at the particular system.

Light Rail Transit
A generrc name for a transit mode consisting of
electrrcallv-powered steel wheeled rail vehicles
operating predominantly on exclusive rights-of.
way and characterrzed liy flexibility in planning
routes and operatirig procedures and an ability
to provide intermediate cilpacity service in be-
tween that of many bus and rilil rapid transit
systems.

Local Service

A type of transit operation involving frequent
stopS dndlow speeds. the purpose of which is to
deliver and pick up passengers as close to their
destrn¡¡ions or origins as possible.

Low.level Loading
Passenger boarding from ,I platform below the
height of the vehicle floor, requiring steps.

APPENDIX E (CONT.)

Off.Peak Service

The lowest level of service offered to transit users.

Operating Costs

Recurrinq C05tS incurred in opertltinq transit
systems, including wages and sal,1fies. maintenance
of !;ciliiies ;ind equipment, fuel. supplies, employee
IJenefits, insur;ince. taxes. ~,lnd other administrtt1Îve
cosis.

Park and R iele
The Irilnsfei poini of dn iniermodill trrp where
the diiver of ¡in tiutOr1iohile p;:irks ,ind chanpes
10 ;:1 tl.)nsiT r11odp..

PCC
Pli~5i(kf1ts' CO!III~I¡'!)C',~ C()mn'lt1f~'e car.
;1 q~I!I(L--d Slf,~i~t l;jllvv;¡y vet1lclp de-
veloped in tlie 1930'5 and usee! extensively in
the U,S.. Canilc.a. ;md ;ibro;id,

Peak Se,vice
Seivir:e c.es¡(Jnerf 10 hiiiidle the heaV1E?SI

load. 10 rush houis,
iiaffic

Rail Rapid Transit
Electrlc;illy.pow~red p;;ssenqei r;lll C.H': oper;i.
tinq sinqly or in trains 01 twO Of n'Ort~ C;HI: on

fixed ,ails in sep:irale rrqllrs,of,w;iy f,om wllieti
all other vehicular "nd foot ¡,affic is excluded

Single-ended Car

A vehicle which c;in he opet ;ned in one direction
only. "nd Therefore mUST lie Turned ;Hound 10
reverse dii ect ion of S~, vice.
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SLRV
Acronym for Stanáard Light Rail Vehicle.

Transit-Pedestrian Mall
Street(s) closed to prrvate vehicles for use only
by transit vehicles and p~destrians.

Truck
The general term covering the assembly of parts
comprising the structures which support a car
bodV at either end and also provide for attach-
ment of wheels and axles.

Two-and-one T,ansverse Seating
A pattern of seatinq consistinq of d sinqle seat
on one side of the aisle and a two.person se¡,¡
on the other side.

APPENDIX E (CONT.)

Walkover Seat
A tYpe of seat with a moveable back, so that
the seat can face in either direction, used in

double-ended trains.

Welded Rail
Rail laid in continuous sections which are welded
together to give a continuous smooth surface.

Wye
A v-shaped track arr,ngement used for reversing
the direction of trains.
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Publications issued under the U.S. Department of Transportation's Technology Sharing
Program are designed to serve the needs of a broad cross-section of the transportation
community. Recognizing, however, that user familiarity with specific topics will vary
substantially, three publication "levels" have been established-each intended to address
a different leve! of user familiarity with a particular topic:

Level 1_: ,I.. general-interest
to aid the user in gaining

the subject area.

publ ication, introductOry in natu re, designed
basic familiarii: with, and understanding of,

~evel 1: A publication providing technical

augment understanding and c,;cision-making
operating personneL.

~evel_~: A highly technically-oriented publication, specific and detailed
in nature, designed for authoritative reference by transportation technical
special ists.

and related information to
by managerial, planning and

(THIS iS A LEVEL 2 DOCUMENT) J

This report is available from:

Mr. R. V. (Bud) Giangrande
Chief. Office of Technology Sharing
U.S. Department of Transportation
Transportation Systems Cente l
Kendall Square, Code 151
Cambridge. MA 02142
(617) 494-2486

NOT! CE

Thp Uniied States Government does not endorse products, manufactUrers. or other
;'i!V¡ltf~'sector enterprises. Trade names, commercial, and institutional identifications appear
herem ~.()Iely bi!cause they aie considered f'ssen:ial to the object of this report. The United

States Goveinnwnt assumes no liability for its contents 01 use thereof.


